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Abstract 
In East Asian contexts, Yog!c!ra Buddhism is often seen as a 
theoretical system rather than a collection of practical instructions. 
In particular, many people seem to have the stereotypic image that 
the Faxiang 法相 tradition (based on the Yog!c!ra texts brought to 
China by Xuanzang 玄奘) was a highly scholastic system, while Chan 
(Zen) 禪 Buddhism emphasized intuitive penetration into the essence 
of Buddhism. Thus, these two traditions are thought to have stood 
at the opposite ends of a spectrum. If one actually looks into early 
Chan texts belonging to the Northern School 北宗 (or its forerunner, 
East Mountain Teaching 東山法門), however, one realizes that the 
matter is not so simple. Yuanming lun 圓明論 and Dasheng kaixin 
xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun 大乘開心顯性頓悟真宗論, for example, 
clearly display traces of the strong influence of Xuanzang's Yog!c!ra 
texts. Daofan qusheng xinjue 導凡趣聖心決 indicates that even the 
meditative practice of Chan Buddhism was influenced by Xuanzang’s 
Yog!c!ra. Apparently the relationship between Faxiang and Chan was 
much closer than is commonly believed
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* An earlier version of this paper was read at an international symposium entitled, 
“Yog!c!ra Buddhism in  China,” held at Leiden, June 8-9, 2000, organized by Lin 
Chen-kuo 林鎮國 (on this symposium, see Yamabe 2001). After that, I published a 
Japanese version of this paper as Yamabe 2006. The original English paper remains 
still unpublished. The present paper is an updated and revised version of that 
English paper. I thank Shih Huimin 釋惠敏, Peter Zieme, Yoshimura Makoto 吉村誠, 
Robert Kritzer, Wang Ding 王丁, Harada Was% 原田和宗, &take Susumu 大竹晋 and 
Kitsud% K%ichi 橘堂晃一 for their kind assistance in preparing this paper. I also owe 
much information to the anonymous reviewer of this paper.

1  Throughout this paper, I use the word “Faxiang” when I refer to the Chinese 
tradition based on the Cheng weishi lun成唯識論 (T No. 1585) translated by 
Xuanzang. When I refer to Yog!c!ra traditions in a wider sense in India and China, 
I use the word “Yog!c!ra.”

2  Similar views are expressed by such Japanese authorities of Sino-Japanese Faxiang/
Hoss% Buddhism as Fukihara Sh%shin (1944, 125) and Fukaura Seibun (1972, 269-
70).

  Introduction
In this paper I would like to discuss Chan 禪 in conjunction with 
Yog!c!ra, especially the Faxiang 法相 tradition. Needless to say, Chan 
is a tradition very closely associated with meditation. In contrast, 
the Faxiang tradition, the version of Yog!c!ra Buddhism brought 
to China by Xuanzang 玄奘 (602-64), is commonly seen as a very 
scholastic tradition. The textbook view of this tradition is something 
like the following (Kenneth Ch’en 1972, 325):1

For a time during the middle of the T’ang Dynasty the 
[Faxiang/Fa-hsiang] school f lourished in China, but after 
Hsüan-tsang and K’uei-chi had gone, the school rapidly 
declined. . . . Moreover, the philosophy of the school, with 
its hairsplitting analysis and abstruse terminology, was too 
difficult and abstract for the practical-minded Chinese, who 
preferred the direct and simple teachings of the Ch’an and 
Pure Land Schools. Hence these schools flourished while the 
Wei-shih declined.2

According to this view, the system of the Faxiang School was 
cumbersome and scholastic, while the Chan tradition emphasized 
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intuitive penetration into the essence of Buddhism. Thus these two 
traditions stood at the opposite ends of the spectrum. The Chinese 
religious mentality favored the more practical approach of Chan, 
and thus Xuanzang’s school lost its influence after a short period of 
prosperity. 

However, in the light of more recent research, this understanding 
seems highly questionable. First, Chan was not simply a practical 
movement entirely divorced from doctrinal elements. Specialists of 
Chan Buddhism, such as Tanaka Ry%sh% (1980, 229-30; 1983, 397), 
Tanaka and Okimoto Katsumi (1989, 464), Okabe Kazuo (1980, 346), 
Yanagida Seizan (1999, 48), John R. McRae (1986, 209-10, 245), and 
Robert Buswell (1989, 8-9), have noted ties between early Chan and 
the doctrinal traditions of Chinese Buddhism. 

On the Faxiang side, the textbook view is questionable with regard 
to two points. First, it is not entirely correct to say that the Faxiang 
School was a purely scholastic tradition. Second, the Faxiang School 
apparently exerted wider-ranging and longer-lasting influences over 
Chinese Buddhism than was formerly believed.

On the first point, since Paul Demiéville’s epoch-making work, “La 
Yog!c!rabh"mi de Sa'gharak"a” (1954), it has been suggested that 
the Yog!c!ra School in India was preceded by practical traditions of 
meditators.3 It has also been argued that even the doctrinal system 
of the full-f ledged Yog!c!ra School emerged from a systematic 
reflection on meditative experiences.4 It is true that, in India, the 
Yog!c!ra School eventually developed a complex doctrinal system, 
something that might give the impression of being less practical. 
Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that, as an offshoot of the Indian 
Yog!c!ra School in China, the Faxiang tradition would have 
completely lost its practical elements.

If we take into consideration the prehistory of Yog!c!ra described 
above, we notice that the Indian meditative traditions, which may 

3  For a more recent discussion of this matter, see Florin Deleanu 2006, 1:147ff.

4  Most notably, see Lambert Schmithausen 1973; 1976.
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well have paved the way for the later Yog!c!ra School, had a strong 
inf luence on the practice of Chinese Buddhism from its very 
early stages. For example, elsewhere I have argued that An Shigao 
(second century), who first translated Buddhist scriptures (including 
meditation texts) into Chinese, may have been close to the early 
precursors of the Yog!c!ra School (Yamabe 1997). In addition, 
Kum!raj(va’s 鳩摩羅什 (350?-409?) Zuochan sanmei jing 坐禪三
昧經 (T No. 614), which had a lasting influence on the subsequent 
Chinese Buddhist practice, was partly based on A$vagho"a’s 
Saundarananda. The Saundarananda, if I am correct, shares many 
similar elements with the #r!vakabh"mi, probably the oldest portion 
of the Yog!c!rabh"mi (Yamabe, Fujitani Takayuki, Harada Yasunori 
2002; Yamabe 2003).

Even the doctrines of the Yog!c!ra School were not irrelevant to the 
practice of Chinese Buddhists. This point will immediately become 
clear if we think of the two texts that are most closely associated with 
the early Chan tradition, namely the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra (Lengqie 
abaduoluo bao jing 楞伽阿跋多羅寶經, T No.670)5 and the Awakening 
of Faith (Dasheng qixin lun 大乘起信論, T No.1666).6 Both of these 
texts have many elements deriving from Yog!c!ra, so it would not be 
too controversial to claim that Yog!c!ra concepts heavily influenced 
early Chan through these two texts. If we look into some texts of the 
Northern School (Beizong 北宗),7 as we will see below, we notice that 
even Xuanzang’s Faxiang tradition had a strong influence not only on 

5  Though there are two other Chinese versions of this s)tra (T Nos. 672, 673), only 
the four-fascicle version of Gu#abhadra (Qiuna batuoluo 求那跋陀羅) is directly 
relevant for the present purpose. As we shall see below, in spite of the traditional 
association of early Chan with the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra, the actual significance of 
this s)tra for the early Chan tradition is questioned by scholars. Nevertheless, at the 
stage of the Yuanming lun 圓明論, a significant Northern School text to be discussed 
later, the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra was definitely one of the important sources. See below. 

6  T No. 1666 is attributed to Param!rtha. The other version attributed to *ik"!nanda (T 
No. 1667) is not directly relevant for the purpose of this paper.

7  There are some problems with this term, but I follow the general scholarly 
convention and call the lineage of Shenxiu “the Northern School.” See McRae 
1986, 8-9.
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its theory, but also on its practice. 

This leads us to the second point mentioned above. It seems to me 
that Faxiang Buddhism exerted influence over Chinese Buddhism 
more widely and for a longer period than was previously believed. 
On this matter, Tsukamoto Zenry) (1975, 129-58) points out the 
existence of numerous Faxiang texts in the Jin 金 edition of Buddhist 
Canon kept in the Guangshengsi 廣勝寺 (Shanxi 山西 Province) and 
thus demonstrates that the Faxiang tradition was active in north 
China through the Liao 遼 and Jin periods (10th-13th cent.). Chikusa 
Masaaki (2000, 3-57) makes it clear that Faxiang Buddhism continued 
to be studied until the Song 宋 and Yuan 元 periods (10th-14th cent.), 
not only in northern China but also in some parts of the south.

Furthermore, we should note that many texts belonging to the Faxiang 
Tradition are found in the Dunhuang 敦煌 manuscripts. According 
to Ueyama Daishun (1990, 39-74), in addition to the cardinal treatise 
of this school, the Cheng weishi lun 成唯識論 (CWSL, T No. 1585), 
numerous texts of this tradition (especially those composed by 
masters of the Ximingsi 西明寺 lineage, see ibid., 70) are found in 
Dunhuang manuscripts. 

Ueyama (ibid.) further points out that an eminent scholar-monk 
Tankuang 曇曠 (latter eighth century), who studied at Ximingsi in 
Chang’an 長安 and was active in Dunhuang, composed texts based 
on the Faxiang doctrine, including the Dasheng baifa mingmenlun 
kaizong yiji 大乘百法明門論開宗義記, the Dasheng baifa mingmenlun 
kaizong yijue 大乘百法明門論開宗義決, the Dasheng rudao cidi kaijue 
大乘入道次第開決, and the Weishi sanshilun yaoshi 唯識三十論要釋. 

Another significant scholar-monk, Facheng 法成 (ninth century), also 
active in Dunhuang (and Ganzhou 甘州), translated Woncheuk’s 圓測 
(613-96) commentary on the Sa%dhinirmocana-s"tra, Jie shenmi jing 
shu 解深密經疏 into Tibetan (ibid., 117-19). He also gave extensive 
lectures on the Yog!c!rabh"mi, which are recorded in numerous 
notes entitled, Yuqielun shouji 瑜伽論手記, or Yuqielun fenmenji 瑜伽
論分門記 (ibid., 219-46). 

Thus, monks in Dunhuang did not just passively accept Faxiang texts 
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from central China, but actively composed their own texts. Some 
more Faxiang texts not included in the standard Chinese Buddhist 
Canons are also found in Dunhuang mingmen lun, namely, an 
anonymous commentary on the Dasheng baifa mingmen lun 大乘百法
明門論 (T No. 1614); the Dasheng baifalun yizhang 大乘百法論義章 by 
a certain “Venerable Yan” 晏法師; and an anonymous commentary on 
Xuanzang’s Bian zhongbian lun 辯中邊論 (T No. 1600; see Ueyama 
1990, 378-401).

It is also significant that many manuscripts of Ci’en’s 慈恩 (632-82) 
commentary on the Lotus S"tra (Miaofa lianhua jing 妙法蓮華經, T 
No.262), Miaofa lianhua jing xuanzan 妙法蓮華經玄䌕 (T No. 1723), 
are found in Dunhuang (Ueyama 1990, 366-71). According to Ueyama 
(1990, 369), from the mid-eighth century onwards, this is virtually 
the only commentary on the Lotus S"tra seen in the Dunhuang 
manuscripts. Hirano Kensh% (1984, 322-24) points out that the Miaofa 
lianhua jing xuanzan influenced popular lectures on the Lotus S"tra 
in Dunhuang, as we can observe in the Miaofa lianhua jing jiangjing 
wen 妙法蓮華經講經文 (Pelliot chinois 2305). He further points 
out that other commentaries by Ci’en, the Guan Mile shangsheng 
doushuaitian jing zan 觀彌勒上生兜率天經䌕 (T No. 1772), the Amituo 
jing shu 阿彌陀經疏 (T No. 1757), the Shuo wugoucheng jing shu 說
無垢稱經疏 (T No. 1782), and the Jin’gang bore jing zanshu 金剛般
若經䌕述 (T No. 1700) were also influential on local lectures on the 
respective s)tras (Hirano 1984, 325-31). Ci’en’s commentaries thus 
seem to have exerted a strong influence on Buddhism in Dunhuang.

Numerous Faxiang manuscripts are found also in Turfan, such as 
the fundamental text of this school, the CWSL and its standard 
commentary by Ci’en, the Cheng weishi lun shuji 成唯識論述記 (T 
No. 1830); other classical Yog!c!ra texts, like the Yuqieshi di lun 瑜伽
師地論 and the Bian zhongbian lun; s)tra commentaries, including the 
Miaofa lianhua jing xuanzan, its subcommentary by Quanming 詮
明 (a Faxiang monk of the Liao Dynasty, 10th-11th cent.),8 Fahua jing 

8  For Quanming, see Tsukamoto 1975, 142-53; Nishiwaki Tsuneki 2009, 116-17 (I 
owe the reference to Nishiwaki 2009 to Yoshimura Makoto).
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xuanzan huigu tongjin xinchao 法華經玄䌕會古通今新抄, Quanming’s 
Shangsheng jing shu kewen 上生經疏科文 and Mile shangsheng jing 
shu huigu tongjin xinchao 彌勒上生經疏會古通今新抄, an otherwise 
unknown commentary on the Jie shenmi jing 解深密經, and the Yuzhu 
jin’gang bore jing shu xuanyan 御注金剛般若經疏宣演.9 We also find 
Faxiang treatises by Chinese masters like Zhizhou’s 智周 (668-723) 
Dasheng rudao cidi 大乘入道次第 (T No. 1864), and Tankuang’s 
Dasheng baifa mingmen lun kaizong yiji and Dasheng baifa mingmen 
lun kaizong yijue. Manuscripts of these texts are all found in Turfan. 
Thus, Faxiang scholarship appears to have reached this remote 
oasis city via Dunhuang.10 In addition, significantly the existence 
of exchanges between the Liao state and Turfan is suggested by the 
discovery of the works of the Liao scholar, Quanming, in Turfan.

Still more noteworthy is that many of these Faxiang texts were 
translated into Old Uighur (Old Turkish). Peter Zieme (2012, 
149ff.) mentions Uighur translations of Ci’en’s Miaofa lianhua jing 
xuanzan,11 “Unknown Commentary of the Vijñaptim!tra School,”12 
and Zhizhou’s Dasheng rudao cidi. In addition, Ci’en’s Dasheng 
fayuan yilinzhang 大乘法苑義林章 (T No. 1861),13 and several other 
Faxiang texts were also translated into Uighur or at least known to 
Uighur Buddhists.14 It is highly suggestive of his eminence in Uighur 
Buddhism that in a colophon to the Old Uighur translation of the 
Miaofa lianhua jing xuanzan, Ci’en is even called “God” (Zieme 

  9  This is a subcommentary on the commentary by the Tang Emperor, Xuanzong 玄
宗 (685-762), on the Diamond S"tra, the Yuzhu jin’gang bore jing shu 御注金剛般
若經疏 composed by Daoyin 道氤 from the Faxiang point of view. See Nishiwaki 
2009, 214.

10  See Wang 2007, 147-48;156-58 (I thank him for a copy of this paper); Nishiwaki 
2009, 203-31.

11  Zieme here refers to Kudara’s work. See Kudara 1980; 1983; 1990. See also Johan 
Elverskog 1997, 82-84.

12  On this text, see Elverskog 1997, 84-85.
13  See Sh%gaito Masahiro 2003, 144-54. I thank Kitsud% K%ichi for the reference.
14  Kitsud% is undertaking a comprehensive study of Uighur translations of Faxiang 

texts. I await his results.
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2012, 150). Zieme (ibid., 151) further mentions a commentary on the 
Vimalak&rti-nirde'a, which, according to Kasai Yukiyo (2012, 106), 
was translated from Chinese15 and has significant Faxiang elements. 
We shall come back to this text later.

Considering these points, we have good reasons to reconsider the 
distance between Yog!c!ra (especially Faxiang) and Chan. It is not 
at all unlikely that such a widely spread tradition as Faxiang exerted 
some influence over the emerging Chan tradition. This is the point I 
would like to establish in this paper.

Research in the West on the Northern School has been greatly 
facilitated by McRae’s important contribution, The Northern School 
and the Formation of Early Ch’an Buddhism (1986). In this book he 
edits, translates, and analyzes two important early Chan texts, namely, 
the Fanqu shengwu jietuo zong Xiuxin yao lun 凡趣聖悟解脫宗修心
要論 (hereafter Xiuxin yao lun),16 attributed to the “fifth patriarch” 
Hongren (601-74),17 and the Yuanming lun 圓明論.18 The former text 
preserves the doctrine of the East Mountain Teaching (Dongshan 
Famen 東山法門),19 and the latter, that of the Northern School. 

15  According to Kasai (ibid.), we cannot identify a single source for this Old Uighur 
text, but the closest available Chinese text is the Jingming jing jijie guanzhong shu 
淨名經集解關中疏 (T. No. 2777) by Daoye 道液 (Tang period). For this commentary, 
see Ueyama 1990, 342-62, which points out that Daoye belonged to the Tiantai 天台 
tradition.

16  Also known as the Zuishangsheng lun 最上乘論 (T No.2011). This text comes down 
to us in several printed versions and Dunhuang manuscripts. See McRae 1986, pp. 
309-12, n. 36. In this paper, I use the edition contained in ibid., appendix, pp.1-16. 
See also Tanaka and Cheng 2009, 285-91.

17  On this attribution, see McRae 1986, 120. Ibuki Atsushi (2001, 24-26) believes that 
this text was transmitted in the lineage of Hongren’s disciple, Faru 法如 (638-89). 
Ibuki also thinks that this text faithfully represents the doctrine of the East Mountain 
Teaching. 

18  Available in Dunhuang manuscripts. See McRae 1986, pp. 325-27, n. 160. See also n. 
27 of this paper.

19  It was named after the Pingmao Shan 憑茂山, where Hongren resided. It is to the east 
of the Twin Peak (Shuangfeng Shan) 雙峰山, where the “Fourth Master” Daoxin 道
信 (580-651) resided. Both mountains are in present-day Hubei 湖北 province. See 
Ibuki 2001, 20.
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For the present purpose, what is directly relevant is the latter text, 
which contains many Yog!c!ra elements. McRae (1986, 210) is, of 
course, aware that the Yuanming lun contains Yog!c!ra elements. 
However, since his main interest lies in clarifying the background of 
the famous “mind verses” attributed to Shenxiu 神秀20 (?-706) and 
Huineng 慧能21 (638-713) in the Platform S"tra (Nanzong dunjiao 
zuishang dasheng mohe bore boluomi jing liuzu Huineng dashi yu 
Shaozhou Dafansi shifa tan jing 南宗頓教最上大乘摩訶般若波羅蜜
經六祖惠能大師於韶州大梵寺施法壇經, T No. 2007),22 he does not 
exhaustively identify the Yog!c!ra elements in the Yuanming lun, 
nor does he trace those elements to their sources. Yog!c!ra influence 
on this text from various sources is far more extensive than McRae 
seems to believe. In this regard, the Yuanming lun is in contrast to 
the other text that McRae studies, the Xiuxin yao lun, which contains 
few unambiguous Yog!c!ra elements.23 Apparently, the early Chan 
tradition received a great deal of Yog!c!ra influence in the period 
between the Xiuxin yao lun and the Yuanming lun. Therefore, a 
careful study of the Yog!c!ra elements of the Yuanming lun may well 
shed new light on an important aspect of early Chan history.

20  身是菩提樹　心如明鏡臺
      時時勤佛拭　莫使有塵埃 (T48:337c1-2)
　   The body is the bodhi tree.
      The mind is like a bright mirror’s stand.
      At all times we must strive to polish it.
      and must not let dust collect. (McRae 1986, 1-2)
21  菩提本無樹　明鏡亦無臺
       佛性常清淨　何處有塵埃 (T48:338a7-8).
      Bodhi originally has no tree.
      The mirror also has no stand.
      The Buddha Nature is always clear and pure.
      Where is there room for dust? (McRae 1986, 2)
22  As is well known, there are versions of this text available in the Dunhuang 

manuscripts that contain significant differences. Since this text is not the main topic 
of this paper, I do not go into detail.

23  Ibuki (2011, 111) points out that the meditative experience described in this text 
is very similar to the meditative system of the Daofan qusheng xinjue 導凡趣聖心
決. He probably refers to the meditation on the external objects and the inner mind 
(T48:378b23-24; McRae ed., §[P], p.10). However, the parallelism between these 
two texts may require further examination.
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Another significant text for my present purpose is the Dasheng kaixin 
xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun 大乘開心顯性頓悟真宗論 (T No.2835, 
hereafter Zhenzong lun), which is attributed to Master Dazhao 大照
禪師 and a lay practitioner Huiguang 居士慧光 and contains extensive 
discussions of the fourfold wisdom of the Yog!c!ra tradition.24

Even more important are the instructions on meditation found in 
the Daofan qusheng xinjue 導凡趣聖心決, a copy of which is found 
just after the Xiuxin yao lun25 in an anthology of East Mountain/
Northern School materials (Pelliot chinois 2657, 3018, 3559, 3664).26 
The meditation method described here has a structure typical of the 
Yog!c!ra School, and this suggests that Yog!c!ra Buddhism affected 
not only the theory but also the practice of the Northern School.

If we can establish these points, it will significantly change our view 
of the role that Yog!c!ra Buddhism played in China. It was not just an 
impractical scholasticism. Thus, studying Yog!c!ra elements in early 
Chan texts can be important for both Yog!c!ra and Chan studies. 
With this possibility in mind, in this paper I shall reexamine a few of 
the early Chan texts mentioned above. 

24  See also McRae 1986, p.324, n.157. 
25  This portion of the manuscript is translated in McRae 1986, 215-17. Ibuki 1991(110-

11) believes that this text belonged to the lineage of Faru 法如, who first introduced 
the East Mountain Teaching to Chang’an 長安 and Luoyang 洛陽. See also Shinohara 
Hisao 1980, 176-77. For recent researches concerning this text, see Tanaka and 
Cheng 2011, 268-70. Cheng 2005, 31 points out that +,00649 also preserves the last 
portion of this text.

26  According to Ueyama 1990, 403-4, this anthology was originally one manuscript 
that was cut into four. In Gallica, the online database of the Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, Pelliot chinois 3559 and 3664 are shown together under the heading of 
“3664 (+3559).” I thank Nathalie Monnet (BnF) for her assistance with Gallica.
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  The Yuanming lun
The Yuanming lun  is a text available in several Dunhuang 
manuscr ipts.27 One manuscr ipt at t r ibutes the authorship to 
A$vagho"a,28 but McRae considers this text to be a record of a lecture 
or lectures given by an eminent Northern School master, possibly 
Shenxiu (?-706) himself (1986, 149; 210-11). Its date of composition is 
uncertain, but based on the date of the secular document written on 
the recto of the Pelliot chinois 3559 and 3664 (c.751), Ueyama (1990, 
403-4) considers the Chan manuscripts in question to have been 
copied around 760-70.29 Tanaka (1983, 398) argues that it must have 
been composed in the latter half of the eighth century.

This text abounds in doctrinal elements traceable to various Buddhist 
doctrinal traditions. Yanagida (1963, 47) and Tanaka (1983, 397) 
maintain that the Yuanming lun was composed under the influence 
of Tath!gatagarbha thought as found in the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra 
and the Awakening of Faith. On the other hand, Okabe (1980, 346) 
notes Huayan 華嚴 and Faxiang terms in this text, though he also 
emphasizes its close ties to the Awakening of Faith. McRae (1986, 
210), too, observes “traces of Hua-yen, M!dhyamika, and Yog!c!ra 
doctrines” there. None of them, however, attempts to identify the 
sources of individual Yog!c!ra elements in this text. This is what I 
would like to do here. We can observe many Yog!c!ra elements from 
a few different groups of texts in the Yuanming lun. Here I examine 
three groups of Yog!c!ra texts (the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra, Param!rtha’s 
text, and Xuanzang’s texts) that influenced the Yuanming lun.

27  Beijing 7254 (fu 服-6, see Huang Yongwu 1986, 582); Pelliot chinois 3559, 3664; 
Stein 6184; the manuscript that used to be in the possession of Ishii Mitsuo 石井光雄; 
+,00696. See Yanagida 1963, 47-48, Tanaka 1969, 204-7; 1983, 389-400; Okabe 
Kazuo 1980, 345. For +,00696, see Cheng 2005, 40-41.

28  Beijing 7254. In this manuscript, excerpts from the Awakening of Faith are 
embedded in the Yuanming lun, and that confusion may well have been the reason 
for this attribution. See Tanaka 1969, 206-7; 1983, 389-98.

29  Buddhist texts were often copied on the verso of recycled administrative documents 
(Ueyama 1990, 404). Concerning the date of the Yuanming lun, see also Tanaka 
1969, 207, and McRae 1986, 326. 
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II.1  La$k!vat!ra-s"tra
Early Chan was traditionally associated with the four-fascicle version 
of the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra (LAS), as shown in such texts as the Xu 
gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳 (T No. 2060) and the Lengqie shizi ji 楞伽師
資記 (T No. 2837).30 Therefore, it might seem to be a matter of course 
that the LAS is one of the major sources of the Yuanming lun (YML). 
In fact, the historicity of the legend that Bodhidharma 菩提達摩 
bestowed this s)tra on Huike 慧可 is quite dubious (McRae 1986, 27-
28), and very few quotations from the LAS have been found in early 
Chan texts (Suzuki Daisetz 2000, 304; see also Ui Hakuju 1939, 370-
73). Therefore, clear examples of the influence of the LAS on the YML 
are well worth pointing out. Though not necessarily a mainstream 
Yog!c!ra text, the LAS has many Yog!c!ra elements. Thus, the close 
ties between the LAS and the YML are significant for the purpose of 
this paper.

One example of a statement that seems directly traceable to the LAS 
is the following line from the YML (p.19): 31

一者從無始妄想熏習而生, 二者卽從現在香味因緣---從熏習
而生. 

[The image of the body] arises first from the beginningless 
impregnation of false thoughts, and second from the 
conditions32 of present scent and taste. . . . [Aided by these 
conditions, the body?] arises from the impregnation.

30  See Sekiguchi Shindai 1964, 52-74; 1967, 176-80, 271-81. On the other hand, Ibuki 
is suspicious about the identification of the “La'k!vat!ra School (Lengqie Zong 楞
伽宗)” with the Chan tradition. See Ibuki 2001, 17.

31  All the quotations from the YML in this paper are from the edition included in 
McRae 1986, appendix, pp.18-44. The YML is translated in full in ibid., pp.149-71. 
When translating this text, I referred to his translation, but the translations in this 
paper are my own.

32  Literally, “causes and conditions.” This compound as a whole can also be a technical 
term meaning, “primary cause.” In this context, however, it seems to be used rather 
loosely in the sense of “conditions.”
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Though this might seem to be a rather commonplace statement in 
Yog!c!ra texts, the phrase wushi wangxiang xunxi 無始妄想熏習, “the 
beginningless impregnation of false thoughts,” is reminiscent of the 
following line from the LAS (T16:483a20-21):

大慧, 取種種塵及無始妄想薰是分別事識因

Mah!mati, grasping various objects and the beginningless 
impregnation of false thoughts are the causes of the 
consciousness that discriminates objects.

Further, see the following passage from the YML (p.33).

賴耶本性無有形質, 及諸根身是有形質. 今時凡夫不見賴耶為本, 
謂言父母能生. 是以浪作色身之觀. 推至微塵, 乃至虛空, 妄取羅
漢之果. 若知身本來依賴耶而起者, 卽無眼耳鼻舌. 

[(]laya is essentially without substance, but the body 
consisting of various sense organs has substance. Deluded 
people nowadays do not understand that !laya is the root 
[of human body] and think [rather] that it is parents who 
give birth to [the body of their child]. For this reason, they 
wrongly practice meditation on the physical body. They 
analyze it into motes of dust, up to [the point they look like] 
space (!k!'a), and [thereby] erroneously attain the fruit of 
arhatship. If one [simply] knows that the body has originally 
arisen depending on !laya, then [one knows that] there is no 
eye, ear, nose, or tongue [that constitute the body].

The topic here is the meditative analysis of matter into atoms 
(param!)u), found in Yog!c!ra sources (for example, the CWSL, 
T31:4b29-c4). The word laiye 賴耶 (abbreviated phonetic transcription 
of !laya) is clearly Xuanzang’s terminology,33 so the main source here 
must have been Xuanzang’s texts. Nevertheless, the word weichen 微
塵 as an equivalent of param!)u catches our eyes. This word is clear-

33  Param!rtha uses aliye 阿黎耶 or aliye 阿梨耶.
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ly different from Xuanzang’s jiwei 極微 or Param!rtha’s linxu 䌺㸂,34 
and suggests a tie to the following line of the LAS (T16:508c17-18):

竟者分析乃至微塵, 觀察壊四大及造色. 

“The end” means that, analyzing [the four elements and their 
composite matter] into motes of dust,35 [the practitioner] 
observes the destruction of the four elements and their 
composite matter.

In the last chapter of the YML (p. 40), the text explicitly quotes from 
the LAS:

依楞伽經, 自覺聖智宗立一切諸法36 皆是自心現量義. 若解者, 山
川大地, 及以己身, 並是自心, 非是謬 (?) 也. 

According to the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra, the teaching of self-
realizing noble wisdom presents the thesis that all dharmas 
are manifestations of one’s own mind. If one understands [this 
principle, the statement that] mountains, rivers, ground, and 
one’s own body are all [manifestations of] one’s mind is not 
false.

The key concepts of this chapter, namely zijue shengzhi 自覺聖智 
and zixin xianliang 自心現量, appear frequently in the LAS, and so 
obviously the content of this chapter is closely linked to the LAS. See, 
for example, the following passage from the LAS (T16:491b14-24):

如來地自覺聖智, 修行者不應於彼作性非性想. ⋯ 譬如水中有樹
影現, 彼非影非非影, 非樹形非非樹形. 如是外道見習所熏妄想計
著, 依於一異俱不俱有無非有非無常無常想, 而不能知自心現量. 

34  See Hirakawa Akira, et al, 1973, s.v. “param!)u” (pp. 224-25).
35  Corresponding Sanskrit is: param!)u, “atom” (Nanjio Bunyiu ed., 207.13)
36  McRae’s edition has fo 佛 here, but the Pelliot chinois 3664 has fa 法. McRae 

himself translates it as “dharmas” (1986, 167). Therefore, fo 佛 must be a simple 
misprint.
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[Concerning] the self-realizing noble wisdom37 at the stage of 
Tath!gata, practitioners should not consider it to be either 
substantial or insubstantial. . . . When a reflected image of 
a tree appears on water, it is not an image, nor is it not an 
image; it is not the form of a tree, nor is it not the form of a 
tree. In the same way, non-Buddhists are attached to erroneous 
thoughts impregnated with [wrong] habitual views38 and, 
relying on the notions of “one,” “other,” “together,” “separate,” 
“existing,” “not existing,” “non-existent,” “not non-existent,” 
“not impermanent,” and “impermanent,” cannot understand 
the manifestations of their own minds.39

Thus, the discussion in the seventh chapter of the YML seems to 
have been very closely linked to the LAS.40 Let us look at one more 
example. See the following passage from the YML (p.40): 

釋曰, 實是自心所現, 非是謬也. 所以得知, 自心所現. 且論身四大
者, 為內有四種妄想, 感得四大以為身. 是以無五大. 何以故. 內
有沈重妄想故, 感得地大以為身. 內有津潤妄想故, 感得水大以為
身. 內有忿熱妄想故, 感得火大為身. 內有飄動妄想故, 感得風大
以為身. 是以得知, 皆是自心現量. 

Commentary: Indeed, [the four elements] are manifestations 
of our own mind; [this] is not wrong. Therefore, we know 
that [the four elements] are manifestations of our mind. 
Regarding the four elements of the body, because there are 

37  The underlying Sanskrit in the LAS is: !ryajñ!napraty!tm!dhigamya%, “to be 
known by oneself with noble wisdom” (Nanjio ed., 92.18-93.1). Here I simply 
translate the Chinese.

38  The corresponding Sanskrit is: t&rthyad*+,iv!san!v!sitavikalp!, “discriminating 
thought impregnated with the v!san!s of the views of non-Buddhists” (Nanjio ed., 
93.15-16).

39  The corresponding Sanskrit is svacittad*'yam!tra, “to be perceived only by one’s 
own mind” (Nanjio ed., 93.17).

40  It is also possible that the simile of a tree reflected on water in the above passage 
from the LAS may have been the source of inspiration of the story of the faces 
reflected on pure wine in the YML (p.42).
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four types of wrong thoughts inside, we acquire the four 
elements constituting the body. For this reason, there are no 
five elements [beyond these four].” Why [not]? Since there 
is a false thought of heaviness inside, we acquire the earth 
element constituting the body. Since there is a false thought 
of moisture inside, we acquire the water element constituting 
the body. Since there is a false thought of heated anger inside, 
we acquire the fire element constituting the body. Since we 
have a false thought of movement inside, we acquire the wind 
element constituting the body. For these reasons, we know 
that everything is a manifestation of our own mind.

This argument is clearly tied to the following portion of the LAS 
(T16:495c18-22).

大慧, 彼四大種云何生造色. 謂津潤妄想大種生內外水界. 堪能妄
想大種生內外火界. 飄動妄想大種生內外風界. 斷截色妄想大種
生內外地界. 

Mah!mati, how do those four elements create composite 
matter? I say that the element of the false thought of moisture 
creates the water element inside and outside. The element of 
the false thought of agility creates the fire element inside and 
outside. The element of the false thought of movement creates 
the wind element inside and outside. The element of the false 
thought of cutting matter (?) creates the earth element inside 
and outside.

Though the agreement is not perfect, the Chinese expressions for “the 
false thought of moisture” (for the water element) and “false thought 
of movement” (for the wind element) agree exactly.41 There thus 
seems to be a clear connection between the YML and the LAS. Since, 

41  Concerning the disagreements between these two texts, one might consider McRae’s 
argument that the YML was a record of lectures (1986, 149; 210-11). If the lecturer 
relied on his memory rather than referring to the source text in front of him, some 
deviations from his source are to be expected.
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as we have seen, scholars have rarely observed any actual influence 
of the LAS on early Chan, this close relationship is quite significant.

II.2  Param!rtha’s Text
At one place in the text, the YML is clearly based on Param!rtha’s 
translation. See the following passage from the YML (pp.33-34):

何以得知識元無有形質, 唯有四似. 何者名為四似. 似根, 似塵, 似
我, 似識. 此是四似. 一一似中, 推覓元無有識根等, 並是賴耶之中
影像也. 

How can one know that consciousness originally has no 
substance and only has four semblances? What are the four 
semblances? The semblances of sense organs, external 
objects, Self, and consciousness. These are the four 
semblances. Even if one searches in each semblance, [one 
finds that] there is originally no consciousness, sense organ, 
and so forth; they are just images in the !laya.

Here again, the word laiye 賴耶 suggests a connection to Xuanzang’s 
texts. On the basis of the overall wording and the content, however, 
the main source here must have been Param!rtha’s translation 
of the Madhy!ntavibh!ga-bh!+ya (Zhongbian fenbie lun 中邊分
別論, T31:451b7-13 [No.1599], corresponding to verse I.3 and its 
commentary in the Sanskrit text).

塵根我及識　本識生似彼

但識有無彼　彼無故識無

似塵者, 謂本識顯現相似色等. 似根者, 謂識似五根於自他相續中
顯現. 似我者, 謂意識與我見無明等相應故. 似識者, 謂六種識. 本
識者謂阿黎耶識. 生似彼者, 謂似塵等四物. 但識有者, 謂但有亂
識. 無彼者, 謂無四物. 

External objects, sense organs, Self, and consciousness; the 
fundamental consciousness arises and resembles these [four]. 
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42  Xuanzang’s diciple, Ci’en’s Bian zhongbian lun shuji 辯中邊論述記 (ZZ 1-75-1-
19v) criticizes Param!rtha’s translation, which states that the four “semblances” 
are all manifestations of the “fundamental consciousness” (benshi 本識). According 
to Ci’en’s interpretation, “Self” and “consciousness” are not manifestations of 
!layavijñ!na.

Only the consciousness exists, while these [semblances] do 
not. Since they do not exist, the consciousness does not exist 
[either].

“The semblance of external objects” means that the 
fundamental consciousness appears l ike mat ter and 
so forth. “The semblance of sense organs” means that 
the consciousness appears like the five sense organs in 
the [personal] continuities of oneself and others. “The 
semblance of Self” means that the consciousness of manas 
is associated with the view of Self, ignorance, and so forth. 
“The semblance of consciousness” means the six types of 
consciousness. “The fundamental consciousness” means 
!layavijñ!na. “Arises and resembles these [four]” means 
that it resembles the four items such as external objects. 
“Only the consciousness exists” means that only disturbed 
consciousness exists. “They do not exist” means that the four 
items do not exist.

The agreement of the four characteristic terms, sigen 似根, “the 
semblance of sense organs,” sichen 似塵, ‘the semblance of external 
objects,” siwo 似我, “the semblance of Self,” and sishi 似識, “the 
semblance of consciousness,” clearly indicates that Param!rtha’s, not 
Xuanzang’s, version of the Madhy!ntavibh!ga-bh!+ya was the source 
of the YML. Further, the YML states that these four items are images 
of !layavijñ!na, an understanding that agrees with Param!rtha’s 
version, but not with Xuanzang’s.42 Therefore, in spite of the use 
of Xuanzang’s [a]laiye [阿]賴耶 instead of Param!rtha’s aliye 阿
黎耶, it is clear that here the YML was drawing from Param!rtha’s 
Madhy!ntavibh!ga-bh!+ya.
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II.3  Xuanzang’s Texts
The foregoing arguments notwithstanding, the main source of 
Yog!c!ra elements in the YML is no doubt Xuanzang’s texts. I hope 
this point is clear from the many correspondences shown in the table 
in the appendix. Here, I discuss only a few examples.

In Chapter 4 of the YML, entitled Bianming sansheng nishun guan 辨
明三乘逆順觀, “Explanation of the Meditation in Forward and Reverse 
Order of the Three Vehicles,” the text discusses the conversion of 
'r!vakas to the bodhisattva path. See, for example, the following line 
(p.31): 

聲聞人廻心入菩薩道, 望 (?) 八識習氣藏而得. 而生菩薩道, 并行
六波羅蜜. 

Conversion of 'r!vaka people to the bodhisattva path 
becomes possible based on the eighth consciousness, 
which contains v!san!s. Thus, [they] can give rise to the 
bodhisattva path and also practice the six p!ramit!s.

According to the Faxiang doctrine, certain people have undetermined 
gotra in their !layavijñ!na, and thus they can convert from one 
vehicle to another. The passage quoted above seems to presuppose 
such a system. See, for example, the following passage from the 
CWSL (T31:55c1-3):

又說彼無無餘依者, 依不定性二乘而說. 彼纔證得有餘涅槃決定
廻心求無上覺. 

The statement that they have no [nirv!#a] without remainder 
was made with regard to [the practitioners of ] the two 
vehicles who have undetermined gotras. The moment they 
attain nirv!#a with remainder, they definitely convert and 
seek the unsurpassed awakening.

Further, see the following line from the YML (p.33):
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今見眼耳鼻舌並是賴耶[識]43 之氣. 

The eye, ear, nose, and tongue that we see now4 4 are all 
v!san!s in the [!]layavijñ!na.

Here qi 氣 must be an abbreviated form of xiqi 習氣, namely, v!san!. 
This line is actually a little ambiguous. Considering the preceding 
passage,45 we might read this line as simply meaning that v!san!s 
held in the !layavijñ!na give rise to the sense organs. However, if we 
consider another line that appears a little after this line in the YML 
(p. 34, quoted below), it seems also possible that the sense organs 
themselves were equated with v!san!s in the !layavijñ!na.46 If we 
accept the latter interpretation, this line may presuppose the following 
argument in the CWSL (T31:19c21-24):

識上色功能　名五根應理

功能與境色　無始互為因

彼頌意言. 異熟識上能生眼等色識種子名色功能, 說為五根. 無別
根等. 

It is reasonable to call the potential of matter in the 
consciousness “five sense organs.” Potential and material 
objects have caused each other from time immemorial.

The meaning of this verse is as follows: “Potential of matter” 
refers to the b&jas in the vip!kavijñ!na that can give rise to 

43  This character is added by McRae.
44  Strictly speaking, from the point of view of orthodox Faxiang theory, this statement 

is questionable, because indriyas are not considered visible in this system. See 
CWSL, T31:4a29.

45  賴耶識猶如大地, 眼耳鼻舌身意等猶如百草萌牙. 若無大地, 草木叢林依何而得生長. 草木
叢林種子, 皆是地之所持, 不失種子. (YML, p. 33)
[(]layavijñ!na is like the ground, and the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind 
are like a hundred sprouting grasses. If there were no ground, on what basis can 
grasses, trees, bushes, and woods grow? The seeds of grasses, trees, bushes, and 
woods are all held by the ground without being lost.

46  The YML is not a doctrinally coherent text, so some inconsistencies are not 
unexpected.
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the consciousness [appearing as] matter, such as the eye, and 
[these b&jas] are called the five sense organs. There are no 
sense organs and so forth apart from [the b&jas].

This is a variant theory based on the Vi%'ik! Vijñaptim!trat!siddhi- 
(Weishi ershi lun 唯識二十論, T31:75b17-23 [No. 1590], corresponding 
to verse 9 and its commentary in the Sanskrit text) but not adopted by 
the CWSL. Here the “potential” is synonymous with b&ja and v!san!, so 
the position of this passage agrees with that of the YML quoted above. It 
seems highly possible that the YML presupposed this argument. 

In the same context, the YML further states as follows (p.34):

但見賴耶本性無有生滅, 卽捨諸根之見. 何以故. 元無諸根故, 並
是本識種子相分故. 本識之相分者, 卽無眼耳鼻舌之根. 

If one merely sees that [!]laya essentially has no arising 
and perishing, one abandons the view that the sense organs 
[indeed exist]. Why? It is because there originally are no 
sense organs, and all [the sense organs] are b&jas that are 
the image-portion of the fundamental consciousness. “The 
image-portion of the fundamental consciousness” indicates 
that there are no sense organs of eye, ear, nose, or tongue. 

The first line (of the original Chinese text), which states that the 
!laya has no arising and perishing, seems alien to the Faxiang 
doctrine.47 Nevertheless, we should note that this quotation contains 
the distinctive Faxiang term “image-portion” (xiangfen 相分). In 
fact, the argument here would be unintelligible without referring to 
the Faxiang doctrine that subsumes b&jas under the image-portion of 
!layavijñ!na. See the following (CWSL, T31:10a17-23):

阿賴耶識, 因緣力故, 自體生時, 內變為種及有根身, 外變為器. 卽
以所變為自所緣. ⋯似所緣相說名相分. 

47  In the Faxiang doctrine, !layavijñ!na is impermanent, so it constantly arises and 
perishes. See CWSL T31:12c2-3.
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Owing to the power of causes and conditions, when the main 
portion of !layavijñ!na arises, it creates b&jas and the body 
with sense organs inside and the receptacle[-world] outside. 
Namely, the cognitive objects [of !layavijñ!na] are its own 
creations. . . . The images that resemble cognitive objects are 
called the “image-portion.”

Judging from these examples, it is nearly certain that the author of 
the YML referred to Xuanzang’s Yog!c!ra texts. Though the YML’s 
Yog!c!ra elements are an amalgamation of at least three different 
traditions (the LAS, Param!rtha, Xuanzang), Xuanzang’s texts seem 
to have been the most important source among these three.

  The Zhenzong lun
The Zhenzong lun is another text in which we can observe conspicuous 
Faxiang influence. A transcription of Pelliot chinois 2162 is included 
in the Taish% Canon, vol. 85 (No. 2835). In addition, Stein 4286 
preserves the first part of this text (about 1/3 of the entire text). An 
edition (together with a Japanese translation), based on these two 
manuscripts and prior editions, has been published by Tanaka (1989, 
hereafter “Tanaka ed.”). I primarily use this edition in this paper.

As already mentioned, this text presents itself as a record of questions 
and answers between a lay practitioner, Huiguang, and Chan Master 
Dazhao. One strange point here is that, according to the preface to 
this text, Dazhao is the Dharma name of Huiguang. If this is the case, 
it follows that this text is a monologue: the questioner and answerer 
are the same person. On the other hand, Ibuki (1992a, 302) points 
out that this preface was concocted based on the Dunwu zhenzong 
jin’gang bore xiuxing dabi’an famen yaojue 頓悟真宗金剛般若修行達
彼岸法門要決 (Yaojue). If he is correct, this preface does not have any 
independent value. 

On the basis of a line in the preface that suggests that Dazhao was a 
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disciple of Shenhui 神會 (684-75848; Tanaka ed., 182; T85:1278a29), 
this text had long been considered to be a Southern-School text.49 
Tanaka (1980, 233-41; 1983, 246-56), however, argued that the 
Zhenzong lun was closely linked to the Guanxin lun 觀心論 of 
Shenxiu 神秀 and thus belonged to the Northern School. I follow his 
arguments and treat the Zhenzong lun as a Northern School text.50 

Scholars have noted that the Zhenzong lun was based on the Yaojue 
and other prior sources (Ibuki 1992a; 1992b; Nishiguchi Yoshio 
2000; see also Ueyama 1976). Cheng 2011 argues that the source the 
Zhenzong lun most heavily relied on was the Dasheng qishi lun 大乘
起世論. Therefore, these earlier sources need to be investigated also. 
However, if we follow Cheng (2011, 128), no earlier Chan source 
is known for most of the portions of the Zhenzong lun that discuss 
Yog!c!ra theories.51 Thus, for the present purpose, I think we should 
focus our attention on the Zhenzong lun itself. 

It should be obvious from the table found at the end of this paper that 
the extensive discussion of the eight types of consciousness and their 
transformation into the four types of wisdom in the Zhenzong lun are 
based on the Faxiang doctrine. Therefore, I do not compare individual 

48  For his dates, I follow Ibuki 1992, 306.
49  See Ui 1939, 238-55, Bussho kaisetsu daijiten 佛書解說大辭典, s.v. “Daij. kaishin 

kensh. tongo shinsh" ron” 大乘開心顯性頓悟真宗論 (7:281d), and Suzuki 2000, 41-
42. This text is edited in ibid., 318-30. 

50  Tanaka considers the Yaojue (which mentions Shenxiu) to have been based on 
the Zhenzong lun (which mentions Shenhui). However, if we follow Ibuki, this 
relationship should be reversed. The background of these two texts requires 
further investigation. On the other hand, Ibuki (2001, 51) also seems to accept the 
identification of the Zhenzong lun as a Northern School text. See also Cheng (2002, 
179), who, on the basis of its preface, believes that the Zhenzong lun was composed 
a little before 733.

51  Yog!c!ra elements are not particularly visible in the Dasheng qishi lun 
transcribed by Fang Guangchang (1997, 54-69) from Pelliot chinois 2039v. The 
Dasheng qishi lun was, according to Cheng 2011, the most important source of 
the Zhenzong lun. If we follow Ibuki (1992b, 97-98) and Cheng (2011, 128), the 
description of the fourfold wisdom in the Zhenzong lun is partly based on the 
Dasheng wusheng fangbian men 大乘無生方便門 (T No. 2834). In this case also, 
the dependence on Yog!c!ra sources is much more explicit in the Zhenzong lun 
than in the Dasheng wusheng fangbian lun.  
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points concerning this text with their possible Faxiang sources. 

We should note here that the Zhenzong lun at times deviates from 
the Faxiang orthodoxy. I would like to discuss two cases of such 
originality (or deviation) below.

First, see the following statement of the Zhenzong lun (Tanaka ed., 
pp. 199-200; T85:1280a5-9):

所言識者, 以了別為義. 如人眼與色相應之時, 意識於中分別. 或
時計好, 或時計惡. 隨彼所計便有相生, 卽薰於第七末那之識. 承
此薰故遂卽執取, 轉薰於第八識. 

What is called “consciousness” has the meaning of 
“cognition.” For example, when the eye and color are 
associated, the manovijñ!na makes a judgment about [the 
object], sometimes as desirable, sometimes as undesirable. 
Following its judgment, an image appears and impregnates 
t he  sevent h  consc iousness  of  manas .  D ue to  t h i s 
impregnation, [the manas] grasps onto [the object] and in turn 
impregnates the eighth consciousness [!layavijñ!na].

Clearly the passage presupposes Faxiang doctrine. Here, the 
understanding that when a sense perceives52 its object, manovijñ!na 
makes a judgment about the object is a standard Yog!c!ra doctrine 
confirmed in such texts as the Sa%dhinirmocana-s"tra (Jie shenmi 
jing, T16:692b20-22 [No. 679]), the Yog!c!rabh"mi (Yuqieshi di lun 
瑜伽師地論, T30:280a22-27 [No. 1579]), and the CWSL (T31:21a13-15). 
Therefore, the first half of the passage is not a problem. The second 
half, on the other hand, clearly disagrees with the Faxiang position. 
The CWSL makes it clear that only !layavijñ!na can receive 
impregnation. See below (T31:9c18-19):

52  The original expression is xiangying 相應, “to be associated with” (sam-pra-yuj-). 
Strictly speaking, this is an expression used to refer to the relationship between 
consciousness (shi 識, vijñ!na) and its functions (xinsuo 心所, caitta). The statement 
that the eye and color are “associated” is not exactly accurate from a doctrinal point 
of view, but I do not discuss this point here.
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唯異熟識具此四義可是所熏. 非心所. 

Only vip!kavijñ!na (= !layavijñ!na) satisfies these four 
conditions [necessary for being impregnated: solidity, 
neutrality, capacity to be impregnated, and coexistence with 
what impregnates] and can be impregnated. It is not the case 
that mental functions and so forth can be [impregnated].

Further, a standard commentary on the CWSL, the Cheng weishi lun 
shuji (T43:313b25-27), expressly states that the seventh consciousness 
cannot be impregnated, as follows:

其無性人此第七識四義具足. 何不受熏. 以染無記違善悪品. 今言
無記唯無覆無記. 

The seventh consciousness of the gotra-less people satisfies 
these four conditions [for being impregnated]. Why does it 
not receive impregnation? Since it is defiled-neutral, it is not 
consistent with good and bad elements. The word “neutral” 
that appears here [in the four conditions] only refers to 
undefiled-neutral.

In the Faxiang doctrine, the seventh consciousness does not transmit 
the impregnation from the six types of active consciousness to the 
eighth consciousness. The six kinds of active consciousness directly 
deposit their b&jas into !layavijñ!na, and so does the seventh.53 
Therefore, this point clearly disagrees with the Faxiang position.

53  現行者謂七轉識及彼相應所變相見性界地等. 除佛果善極劣無記, 餘熏本識生自類種. 此唯
望彼是因緣性. (CWSL, T31:40a25-28)
“Active elements” refer to the [three] natures, [three] dh!tus, and [nine] bh"mis, 
which are the image and cognizer portions of the seven types of active consciousness 
and [the functions] associated with them. Except for the good [elements] at the 
Buddha stage and extremely impotent neutral [elements], other elements impregnate 
the fundamental consciousness (=!layavijñ!na) and create their own seeds. These 
[active elements] are the primary causes only of their [own seeds].
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Another problem is the correspondence between the threefold bodies 
of the Buddha and his four types of wisdom. See the following 
statement in the Zhenzong lun (Tanaka ed., p.204; T85:1280b15-23).

問曰. 四智既爾. 云何三身.
答曰. 大圓鏡智以為法身. 平等性智以為報身. 成所作智及妙觀察
智以為化身.
又問曰. 以何知之而作是說.
答曰. 據今時現在而言. 具定一切無漏功德圓滿義足, 猶如世間明
鏡現眾面像而無分別. 故說此智以為法身. 妄心既盡, 平等性成萬
行成就. 以為報身. 六根無染廣度眾生．自離離他, 令他同解而修
因. 故以化身. 

Question: The four types of wisdom are already thus 
[understood]. What are the three bodies?
Answer: Great Mirror Wisdom is the Dharma Body. Equality 
Wisdom is the Body of Recompense. Action Wisdom and 
Observation Wisdom are the Body of Transformation.
Another Question: How do you know that and make the 
above statement?
Answer: We say this based on what exists now(?). [Great 
Mirror Wisdom] is complete with all undefiled merits like a 
clear mirror that we use in our daily life, which reflects many 
images but does not make judgments about them. For this 
reason, this wisdom is the Dharma Body. Deluded mind has 
already been exhausted, equality has been established, and 
a myriad practices have been accomplished. For this reason, 
it is the Body of Recompense. [Action Wisdom:] The six 
sense organs have no defilements and widely save sentient 
beings. [Observation Wisdom:] It equally detaches oneself 
and others, and makes others equally understand the cause of 
practice. Therefore, [these two types of wisdom are] the Body 
of Transformation.

Therefore, according to this model, the correspondences between the 
fourfold wisdom and the three bodies are as follows:
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Great Mirror Wisdom The Dharma Body
Equality Wisdom The Body of Recompense
Action Wisdom
Observation Wisdom

The Body of Transformation

On the other hand, the CWSL gives two theories about this issue. The 
first theory is as follows (T31:58a6-13):54

Tathat!
Great Mirror Wisdom (!dar'a-
jñ!na)

The Body of the Essence 
(svabh!va-k!ya =Dharma Body)

Equality Wisdom (samat!-jñ!na)
Observation Wisdom 
(pratyavek+a)!-jñana)

The Body of Recompense 
(sambhoga-k!ya)

Action Wisdom (k*ty!nu+,h!na-
jñ!na)

The Body of Transformation 
(nirm!)a-k!ya)

The second theory is as shown in the table below (T31:58a15-25):

Tathat! The Body of the Essence
Great Mirror Wisdom The Body of Recompense for Oneself 

(svasa%bhoga-k!ya)
Equality Wisdom The Body of Recompense for Others 

(parasa%bhoga-k!ya)
Action Wisdom The Body of Transformation

Thus the model of the Zhenzong lun does not agree with either theory 
of the CWSL. Sakuma Hidenori (1987, 387-403; 2012, 46) lists these 

54  The same theory is found in the *Buddhabh"mis"tra-'!stra (Fodi jing lun 佛地經論, 
T26:325c27-28). 
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and other models found in Yog!c!ra texts, but none of them agrees with the 
model in the Zhenzong lun. This theory may have been an invention within 
the Chan tradition.55 A notable point here is that, according to Kasai (2012, 
108-9), an Old Turkish (Old Uighur) commentary on the Vimalak&rtinirde'a 
has a combination of the fourfold wisdom and the three bodies that exactly 
agrees with the theory in the Zhenzong lun. See the following comparative 
table.

Fourfold 
Wisdom

CWSL 1
(T31:
58a6-13) 
= BBhVy
(Nishio ed., 
§III.5.1.[1]); 
BBhS# 
(T26:
325c27-28)

CWSL 2
(T31:59a15
-25) 

SAVBh
(Chibetto 
Bunten 
Kenky)kai 
ed., Tib. 
Text, 117.7-
118.10)

MSA, Ch
(Prabh!kara
-mitra, 
T31:606a3-
607b20 
[No. 1604])

Zhenzong 
lun

Old
Uighur 
Commentary

Tathat!/
Dharma-
dh!tu

Svabh!va
(=Dharma)

Svabh!va
(=Dharma)

-- -- -- --

Great 
Mirror 
Wisdom 

Svabh!va 
(=Dharma)

Svasa.-
bhoga

Svabh!va 
= Dharma
(Svasa.-
bhoga)

Dharma Dharma Dharma

Equality 
Wisdom

Sa.bhoga Parasa.-
bhoga

Sa.bhoga Dharma Sa.bhoga Sa.bhoga

Obser-
vation 
Wisdom 

Sa.bhoga ? Sa.bhoga Sa.bhoga Nirm!#a Nirm!#a

Action 
Wisdom

Nirm!#a Nirm!#a Nirm!#a Nirm!#a Nirm!#a Nirm!#a

55  Kitsud% 2012 points out that the same combinations of the fourfold wisdom and the 
threefold bodies are found in several other Chinese Chan texts. This might have been a 
standard view shared by Chinese Chan masters. I thank Kitsud% for allowing me to refer to 
his forthcoming paper.
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It is difficult to explain this agreement between the Zhenzong lun 
and the Old Uighur commentary. Kasai (2012, 106-7) points out that 
this Uighur commentary is on the whole close to the Jingming jing 
jijie guanzhong shu 淨名經集解關中疏 (T No. 2777), but that this 
particular discussion is not found in the Chinese commentary and was 
probably added by the Uighur translator. If so, perhaps the Uighur 
translator was familiar with the Chan interpretation of this matter.  
Further investigation is needed regarding the agreement between the 
Zhenzong lun and the Old Uighur commentary.

Concerning the *Vajrasam!dhi-s"tra (Jin’gang sanmei jing 金剛三昧
經, T No. 273), Buswell observes as follows (1989, 9):

The relationship the author [Buswell] draws between Ch’an 
praxis and the seminal doctrinal concepts of the wider 
sinitic tradition will show that, while Ch’an may “not,” as it 
claims, “rely on words and letters,” it nevertheless has drawn 
creatively, and with little real reticence, on the scriptural 
teachings of the larger Buddhist tradition.56

Here the keyword should be “creatively.” In fact, when we look at 
the YML and the Zhenzong lun, we get similar impressions. They 
certainly draw heavily on doctrinal texts, in this case Yog!c!ra, but 
they do not hesitate to depart from the orthodox doctrines found in 
their source texts, often without stating clear reason. Thus, their way 
of argument looks quite different from that found in the doctrinal 
Yog!c!ra (especially Faxiang) texts. When diverging opinions are 
presented in the Faxiang texts, their proponents try to justify their 
views on a textual or doctrinal basis. Such justification is often 
missing in the relevant Chan texts, and they frequently state their 

56  Cf. Tanaka, Okimoto Katsumi 1989, 465.
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views without presenting a clear theoretical basis.57 In some cases, the 
departures might have been simply the result of misunderstanding. 
But more importantly, I think those Chan authors were fundamentally 
practitioners and not textual scholars. Their primary interest, I 
suspect, was to express their own spiritual attainments making 
use of words found in mainstream Buddhist texts rather than to 
convey faithfully the doctrines found in those texts.58 That is 
probably also the reason why they do not hesitate to mix up elements 
found in different strains of texts. However heavily dependent on 
doctrinal texts they may appear, after all, I think, they were Chan 
practitioners.59 

 

  Daofan qusheng xinjue
In the foregoing examination, we have observed that the Northern 
School was influenced by Faxiang doctrine. In this section, I would 
like to point out that early Chan was also influenced by Yog!c!ra 
practices.

The aforementioned Daofan qusheng xinjue, a set of instructions 
on meditation of the East Mountain Teaching/Northern School,60 is 

57  In the particular case of the fourfold wisdom and the three bodies, some reasoning 
is give in the Zhenzong lun, but this is not the norm in the relevant Chan texts. For 
example, when the Zhenzong lun says that manovijñ!na first impregnates manas, 
and then manas impregnates !layavijñ!na (see above), this is a serious deviation 
from the system of the CWSL, but the reason for deviation is not explained in the 
Zhenzong lun.

58  Cf. McRae (1986, 198): “Since their message was in many ways at variance with 
the letter and spirit of Indian Buddhism, the members of the early Ch’an School 
often had not only to cite the scriptures, but also to reinterpret them to fit their own 
purposes.”

59  Cf. the following observation by McRae (1986, 245): “Although the members of 
the Northern School were not scholastics, they focused their attention on explaining 
themselves in conventional Buddhist jargon to the highly literate members of 
imperial court society.” See also Cheng 2011, 134-35.

60  See n. 25.
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highly significant in this regard. Therefore, though it is rather long, I 
quote a large portion of this text:61

若欲脩觀, 要須從外觀. 所以須者, 以諸外境, 是生心因緣, 起煩
惱處. 又來凡夫志力麁淺. 若令卽入深深勝處, 恐難進趣. 所以先
從外觀者, 須知諸法本來體性平等无差別相. 今所有諸法, 但是
无始薰習因緣幻起, 無有實體. 此法平等因緣幻起理. 本非是有
无生滅是非長短. 只為无始无明迷或,62 不了此理, 無人法處, 妄
見人法. 无生滅非有无處, 妄見有无, 妄生取着. 執人執法, 造種
種業, 流轉六道. 今人法生滅有无等, 但只是妄心謂此心外, 更無
一法可得. 既知此理, 但心所緣, 皆須一一隨逐, 如前觀察, 知唯
是心无外境界. 

作此觀察純孰已, 常令此心緣妄理. 住心得久. 得久已卽須卻觀此
妄心. 為當是有, 為復是无, 又是滅. 種種推求, 畢竟不可得. 若過
去, 過去心已滅. 若未來, 未來心未至. 若現在, 現在心不住. 又來
兩心不並. 覺心生時, 不覺心已滅. 夫論心生, 必須假因籍緣．因
緣若積聚, 心卽有所從生. 因緣先自不積聚. 生何可生. 生既无生, 
滅亦无滅. 又須覩卻觀此心. 

問. 此心既是智心覺心. 何須更觀. 
答. 此心雖是智心覺心, 猶是心家流類. 仍有生滅境相未亡. 
問. 既須此觀上有能觀所觀在耶.

答曰. 今言卻觀者只是嘗念觀心自卻觀, 更無能所(?). 凡刀不自
割, 指不自指, 心不自觀心. 意在无觀之時, 卽有能觀所觀. 正卻觀
之時, 既无能所觀. 此時離言絕相. 言語道斷, 心行處滅.

If one wishes to practice meditation, one should definitely 
begin with the meditation on the external. The reason why 
this is necessary is that external objects are the causes 
and conditions for giving rise to the mind and they are the 
locus where defilements arise. Further, ordinary people 

61  The first part (up to 又須覩卻觀此心) is transcribed in Yanagida 1963, 49. This 
quotation is my own partial transcription of Pelliot chinois 3664 (+3559) available 
at Gallica (see n. 26), but I made full use of Yanagida’s transcription. +,00649 (n. 
25) does not include the relevant portion. These instructions are translated in McRae 
1986, 215-17, but the translation here is my own. 

62  Sic. Read 惑.
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have shallow aspirations. So, if they are immediately made 
to enter the profound and unfathomable realm, they will 
probably have difficulty in progressing. Therefore, one who 
first meditates on the external should know that dharmas 
are originally equal in their essence and have no distinct 
characteristics. Now all dharmas merely arise like illusion, 
caused by beginningless impregnation, and they have no 
substance. These dharmas equally [follow] the principle of 
arising like illusion by causes and conditions. [The dharmas] 
originally neither exist nor do not exist, neither arise nor 
perish; nor are they long or short. Simply deluded by the 
beginningless ignorance and delusion, one does not realize 
this principle, and one wrongly sees persons and dharmas 
where there is no person or dharma. One [further] wrongly 
sees existence and non-existence and wrongly develops 
attachment to them, where there is no arising or perishing, 
and no existence or non-existence. One [thus] comes to be 
attached to persons and dharmas, performs various karmas, 
and transmigrates through the six destinies. Now persons and 
dharmas, arising and perishing, existence and non-existence, 
and so forth are merely what the deluded mind considers to 
be outside the mind, [but in reality] there is nothing to be 
apprehended [outside]. Understanding this principle,  one 
merely needs to follow individual objects of mind, observe 
them as stated above, and know that they are no other than 
the mind without any external objects. 

After one has become proficient in this observation, one 
should [then] always make one’s mind focus on the principle 
of the falsity [of external dharmas]. One keeps one’s mind [on 
this principle] for a long time. After [doing so], one should 
reflectively observe the deluded mind [itself, in the following 
way]: “Does [this mind] exist or not? Does it perish?” [If 
one thus] examines [the mind] in various ways, in the end 
no [mind] is to be apprehended. If [one searches for] the past 
mind, the past mind has already perished. If [one searches 
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for] the future mind, the future mind has not come yet. If [one 
searches for] the present mind, the present mind does not 
abide. Further, two minds do not coexist. When awakened 
mind arises, unawakened mind has already perished.63 [If 
one] talks of the arising of mind, it must depend on causes 
and conditions. If causes and conditions were accumulated, 
mind would have the means by which to arise. [In reality,] 
causes and conditions themselves have not been accumulated 
before. [So] how can there be arising? If there is no arising, 
there is no perishing. Also, one needs to reflectively observe 
this mind.

Question: This mind is already the mind of wisdom and 
awakening. Why need one further observe it?

Answer: Though this mind is the mind of wisdom and 
awakening, it is st i l l a member of the mind-family. 
Accordingly, it has arising and perishing, and the images of 
objects have not been eradicated.

Question: When one practices this observation, are there 
subject and object of observation?

Answer: What we call “reflective observation” here is just 
that one is mindful of the observing mind that is reflectively 
observing itself. There is no subject or object. A knife 
cannot cut itself, a finger cannot point at itself, and the mind 
cannot observe itself. When the mind is at [the stage of] the 
observation of nothingness, there are subject and object of 
observation. At the stage of ref lective observation, there 

63  Here the argument of the Daofan qusheng xinjue might have been influenced by 
the following line in the Prajñ!p!ramit! corpus (I thank Harada Was% for his 
suggestion on this point): 
是心於心理不應有隨喜迴向. 以無二心俱時起故, 心亦不可隨喜迴向心自性故 (Da 
bore boluomiduo jing 大般若波羅蜜多經, T7:791c8-10 [No. 791]; Cf. Xiaopin bore 
boluomiduo jing 小品般若波羅蜜多經, T8:548a11-15 [No. 227]). 
This mind, in its principle, should not have joy or transference, because no two 
minds arise simultaneously, and because the mind cannot have the nature of the 
minds of joy and transference.
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is no subject or object of observation. At that time, [the 
practice] transcends words and eradicates images. [It is now] 
completely inexpressible, and the locus of mental activity 
perishes.

The basic message here is as follows: Since it is difficult for beginners 
to meditate on the profound principle, one should proceed step 
by step. Thus, one should first meditate on the insubstantiality of 
external objects and understand that there are no objects outside the 
mind. Then one should conversely observe the mind itself and realize 
that the mind also cannot be apprehended. 

The general structure of the observations described here (first external 
objects, then internal mind) is none other than the sequence of standard 
Yog!c!ra meditation, usually referred to as asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yala- 
k+a)a, “the aspect of the means of entering the aspect of non-existence,” 
an expression found in the Madhy!ntavibh!ga-bh!+ya.

Below is Xuanzang’s translation of the relevant portion of the 
Madhy!ntavibh!ga-bh!+ya (Bian zhongbian lun, T31:465a3-9, 
corresponding to verse I.6 and its commentary of the Sanskrit text):

當說卽於虛妄分別入無相方便相. 頌曰. 

依識有所得　境無所得生

依境無所得　識無所得生

論曰. 依止唯識有所得故, 先有於境無所得生. 復依於境無所得
故, 後有於識無所得生. 由是方便得入所取能取無相 .

Now the author should explain the aspect of the means 
of enter ing the aspect of non-existence of the false 
discrimination. The verse says:
Owing to the apprehension of consciousness, the non-
apprehension of its objects arises. Owing to the non-
apprehension of its objects, the non-apprehension of 
consciousness arises.

Commentar y: “Owing to the apprehension of ” only 
“consciousness,” first “the non-apprehension of its objects 
arises.” Further, “owing to the non-apprehension of its 
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objects, the non-apprehension of the consciousness arises” 
afterwards. By this method, one can enter the aspect of non-
existence of the object and subject of apprehension. 

As an example of the same structure, see the following verses quoted 
in the CWSL (T31:49b29-c3):64

菩薩於定位　觀影唯是心　義想既滅除　審觀唯自想

如是住內心　知所取非有　次能取亦無　後觸無所得

In concentration, a bodhisattva observes that [cognitive] 
images are just mind. When thoughts of objects are removed, 
he closely observes only his own thoughts. 
Thus, he resides in the inner mind and knows that the objects 
of apprehension do not exist. Then the subject of apprehension 
does not exist either. After that, he attains non-apprehension.

Judging from the presence of some typical Yog!c!ra expressions in 
the quoted portion of the Daofan qusheng xinjue,65 the similarities 
with the Yog!c!ra methods of meditation do not seem coincidental.66 
Also noteworthy is the following line found in the last part of the 
quotation:

64  These verses are said to be from the *Yogavibh!ga (Fenbie yuqie lun 分別瑜伽
論), which is quoted in the Mah!y!nasa%graha (She dasheng lun ben 攝大乘論本, 
T31:143c6-9 [No.1594]), §III.17.

65  所有諸法但是无始薰習因緣幻起, “All dharmas merely arise like illusion caused by 
beginningless impregnation and have no substance”; 唯是心无外境界, “they are no 
other than the mind, and there are no external objects”. (quoted above)

66  Cf. a similar structure of meditation is observed in the *Vajrasam!dhi-s"tra also. 
See below:      
識生於未時　境不是時生　於境生未時　是時識亦滅

彼卽本俱無　亦不有無有　無生識亦無　云何境從有 (T9:373b1-4)
When consciousness has not yet been produced,
Objects then are not produced either.
When objects have not yet been produced,
Consciousness is then also extinguished.
These are both originally nonexistent,
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凡刀不自割, 指不自指, 心不自觀心.

A knife cannot cut itself, a finger cannot point at itself, and 
the mind cannot observe itself.

This is a characteristic expression found in discussions in the 
Abhidharma and Yog!c!ra literature concerning whether or not mind 
can perceive itself. Considering the general affinity of these meditative 
instructions with Yog!c!ra literature, the source of this line may have 
been the following passage from the *Buddhabh"mis"tra-'!stra (Fodi 
jing lun 佛地經論, T26:303a26-b1 [No. 1530]):

集量論說. 諸心心法皆證自體, 名為現量. 若不爾者, 如不曾見不
應憶念. 是故四智相應心品, 一一亦能照知自體. 云何不與世法相
違, 刀不自割, 指端不能觸指端故. 不見燈等能自照耶.

The Pram!)asamuccaya says:67 All types of mind and 
mental functions perceive themselves, and [this perception] 
is called “direct perception” (pratyak+a). Otherwise, as if 
one cannot recall what one has not experienced[, one would 
not recall one’s own mental experiences]. Therefore, each of 
the groups of mental elements associated with the fourfold 
wisdom can perceive itself. How does it not contradict our 
daily experiences, because a knife does not cut itself, and the 
tip of a finger cannot touch itself? Do you not see that lamps 
and so forth can illuminate themselves?

They neither exist nor do not exist.
Consciousness that is unproduced is also nonexistent,
So how is it that objects exist on account of it? (Buswell 1989, 243-44)
一切境空. 一切身空. 一切識空. 覺亦應空. (T9:368b24-25)
If all sense realms are void, all bodies are void, and all consciousnesses are void, 
then enlightenment too must be void. (Buswell 1989, 204)

67  According to Harada (personal communication), the real source of this quotation 
is the Ny!yabindu, I.10 (F. I. Shcherbatskoi ed., Bibliotheca Buddhica 7:11.4): 
sarvacittacaitt!n!m !tmasa%vedana% “All the minds and mental functions 
perceive themselves.”
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The positions of the Daofan qusheng xinjue and the *Buddhabh"mis"tra-
'!stra are not exactly the same, and thus one might also consider 
an Abhidharma text like the *Abhidharma-Mah!vibh!+! (Apidamo 
dapiposha lun 阿毘達磨大毘婆沙論 [No. 1545]) to be a possible source. 
See the following passage (T27:43a26-28):68

有說. 世間現見, 指端不自觸, 刀刃不自割, 瞳子不自見, 壯士不自
負. 是故自性不知自性.

Someone maintains: In the world, one experiences that the 
tip of a finger cannot touch itself, the edge of a sword cannot 
cut itself, the pupil cannot see itself, or a fighter cannot beat 
himself. Therefore, something cannot cognize itself. 

On the other hand, we should recall here that these early Chan texts 
not infrequently deviate from their conclusions when referring to 
Yog!c!ra texts. Therefore, some difference in the arguments does not 
necessarily exclude the possibility that the Daofan qusheng xinjue 
was referring to the *Buddhabh"mis"tra-'!stra here. 

In any case, it is beyond doubt that the expression in question was 
based on Indian Abhidharma/Yog!c!ra literature. Therefore, it is 
highly likely that the meditative method described above was not 
the original contribution of the Northern School but was based on an 
Indian Buddhist (probably Yog!c!ra) tradition.

Somewhat problematic in the Daofan qusheng xinjue is the following 
line:

若過去, 過去心己滅. 若未來, 未來心未至. 若現在, 現在心不住.

68  Cf. the *Tattvasiddhi (Chengshi lun 成實論, T32:278b26-c1 [No. 1646]):
若心是一, 以何障故, 不取一切. 故知多心. 又可取法異故, 能取亦異. 如人或自知心, 云
何自體自知. 如眼不自見, 刀不自割, 指不自觸. 故心不一. (T32:278b26-c1)
If the mind is one, what prevents it from perceiving all? Therefore we know that 
there are many minds. Also, since the cognized dharmas are different, the cognizing 
[minds] are also different. In the case in which one happens to cognize one’s own 
mind, how can something cognize itself? It is just as the eye cannot see itself, a 
sword cannot cut itself, or a finger cannot touch itself. Therefore, the mind is not 
one.
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If [one searches for] the past mind, the past mind has already 
perished. If [one searches for] the future mind, the future 
mind has not come yet. If [one searches for] the present mind, 
the present mind does not abide.

This line resonates with the famous passage from the Diamond 
S"tra (Jin’gang bore boluomi jing 金剛般若波羅蜜經 [T No. 235]).69 

However, we should note that an even closer parallel is found in 
Zhiyi’s 智顗 (538-98) Lüeming kaimeng chuxue zuochan zhiguan 
yaomen 略明開曚初學坐禪止觀要門 (hereafter Kaimeng chuxue, 
Sekiguchi 1974, 340):70

若謂心是有者, 為在是過去, 未來, 現在耶. 若在過去, 過去己滅. 何
得有心. 若在未來, 未來未至, 何得有心. 若是現在, 現在不住. 則不
可得.

If one thinks that the mind exists, does one believe it to be in 
the past, future, or present? If in the past, the past [mind] has 
already perished. How can there be mind? If in the future, the 
future [mind] has not yet come. How can there be mind? If it 
is the present [mind], the present does not abide. Therefore it 
cannot be apprehended.

Although similar expressions are found in other texts as well,71 the 
Lüeming kaimeng chuxue zuochan zhiguan yaomen contains a closest 

69  如來說諸心皆為非心是名為心. 所以者何. 須菩提, 過去心不可得, 現在心不可得, 未來
心不可得. (T8:751b26-28)
The Tath!gata says that minds are not minds, and [therefore] they are called 
minds. For what reason? Subh)ti, [it is because] past mind cannot be apprehended, 
[because] present mind cannot be apprehended, [and because] future mind cannot 
be apprehended.

70  On this text, see n. 74.
71  Dasheng ru zhufo jingjie zhiguangming zhuangyan jing大乘入諸佛境界智光明莊嚴
經 (T12:262a10-12 [No. 359]), Sheng siwei fantian suowen jing 勝思惟梵天所問
經 (T15:91a21-22 [No. 587]), Wenshu zhili puchao sanmei jing 文殊支利普超三
昧經 (T15:422a24-25 [No. 627]), Jin’gangxian lun 金剛仙論 (T25:853c6-8 [No. 
1512]), etc. 
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parallel to the Daofan quesheng xiujue on this matter.72 Thus we have 
to consider the possibility that the Daofan quesheng xiujue was partly 
dependent on a pre-Faxiang meditation text as well.73 Nevertheless, 
both f rom the overall st ructure and f rom the character ist ic 
expressions, it is clear that the Daofan quesheng xiujue was heavily 
dependent on the Yog!c!ra and Abhidharma texts brought to China 
by Xuanzang.

72  Although this would be later than the Daofan qusheng xinjue, the Dasheng bensheng 
xindiguan jing大乘本生心地觀經 (T3:327b4-5 [No. 159], 8th cent.) is another text 
that has very similar expressions.

73  I thank the anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to this possibility. He 
points out that in the Xiuxi zhiguan zuochan fayao修習止觀坐禪法要 (hereafter Xiuxi 
zhiguan, T46:467a16-b6), commonly known as the Tiantai xiao zhiguan 天台小止
觀 (hereafter Xiao zhiguan), there is a discussion of the mind in the three periods 
(quoted above) similar to the one in the Daofan qusheng xinjue. The reviewer also 
says that after this portion, the Xiuxi zhiguan quotes the Awakening of Faith and 
propounds a meditative method very similar to the one in the Daofan qusheng 
xinjue. Thus, he suggests that this method (first external objects, then internal mind) 
goes back to Zhiyi.
This is certainly a significant suggestion that deserves consideration. We should, 
however, also note that there are serious textual problems on the Xiao zhiguan. 
According to Sekiguchi (1974), Xiuxi zhiguan is a highly corrupt version of the Xiao 
zhiguan, and a more authentic and older form of the text is found in the Kaimeng 
chuxue. Significantly, in the Kaimeng chuxue, the quotation from the Awakening of 
Faith is missing. This quotation is most likely a later interpolation (ibid., 302-3). 
The discussion of the external objects and the internal mind is not clearly stated in 
he Keimeng chuxue either. Thus, the Xiao zhiguan is a rather unlikely source of this 
meditative method in the Daofan quesheng xinjue. 
On the other hand, even though its quotation in the Kaimeng chuxue cannot 
be attested, the Awakening of Faith itself is noteworthy. See the following line 
(T32:582a22-23):

是正念者, 當知唯心無外境界. 既復此心亦無自相, 念念不可得. 
Regarding correct mindfulness, one should know that there is only the mind 
and no external objects. Since this mind does not have its own characteristics 
either, it cannot be apprehended at any moment. 

As Hotori Rish% (1992, 55) points out, this line resonates with the Yog!c!ra method of 
asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a. Thus, we should consider the possibility that the 
asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a was already accepted by Chinese Buddhists at the 
stage of the Awakening of Faith. On the other hand, we should note that the structure of 
the asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a is not entirely clear in the Awakening of Faith 
(in the asa/lak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a, the second meditation presupposes the 
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first, but that dependency is not explicitly stated in this text). In addition, even if we 
notice the structure of the asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a here, it is probably 
because the Awakening of Faith was under the influence of a Yog!c!ra tradition (see 
Hotori, op cit., and Takemura Makio 1990). This matter requires more extensive 
investigation, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. (I thank &take 
Susumu for the reference to Hotori 1992 and Takemura 1990, as well as for his 
advice on the Awakening of Faith).

  Conclusion
We have observed numerous Yog!c!ra elements in the Northern 
School texts. Concerning the elements borrowed from mainstream 
Buddhist texts in Northern Chan texts, McRae observes as follows 
(1986, 198):

…much of the energy of early Ch’an seems to have been 
directed at convincing other Buddhists (or at least those with 
some knowledge of Buddhism) that the Northern School 
approach to the religion was the most, or even the only, 
authentic one. This task required that the Northern School 
trace its doctrine back to the scriptures and prove that it was 
the highest teaching of the Buddha. 

In short, according to McRae, the Northern School made use of 
doctrinal elements found in mainstream Buddhist texts to justify the 
claims of the Chan tradition. This was probably part of the story, but 
the extent of Yog!c!ra influence seems to be too extensive to be only a 
means of justification. We should note that even the meditative method 
of the Yog!c!ra School, the asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a, 
exerted an influence on the Northern School. Although the meditative 
method described in the Daofan qusheng xinjue may have been partly 
influenced by pre-Faxiang texts, the main sources on this matter are 
definitely Xuanzang’s Yog!c!ra and Abhidharma texts.

Whether or not the asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a was accepted 
in China before Xuanzang is a problem that requires further 
examination, but it seems certain that Xuanzang’s Yog!c!ra texts 
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reintroduced this important Yog!c!ra method to the Chinese Buddhist 
world, and at that time it did catch the attention of Chinese Buddhists. 
Admittedly in this paper I have presented only one clear example 
of such influence, and I certainly do not claim that the entirety of 
the practice of the Northern School was under the influence of the 
Faxiang School.74 Nevertheless, given the stereotypic image of 
Faxiang as a dry and impractical scholasticism, it is quite significant 
that not only the theory but also the practice of one of the supposedly 
most practical Buddhist traditions in China, Chan, were influenced 
by the Faxiang School. This suggests, I believe, that the highly 
developed Yog!c!ra doctrine brought back to China by Xuanzang 
was accepted not only as theory but also, at least to some extent, as 
practical guidance by Chinese Buddhist practitioners.

An examination of Yog!c!ra elements in these Northern School 
texts is also important for the study of early Chan history. The 
Northern School was a direct descendent of Daoxin and Hunren’s 
“East Mountain Teaching.” The Xiuxin yao lun, which propounds 
the East Mountain Teaching, has hardly any distinctively Yog!c!ra 
elements.75 It is noteworthy that not even the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra, 
which is supposed to have been the most important s)tra for the 
early Chan tradition, is expressly mentioned. For either chronological 
or geographical reasons, the early Chan tradition does not seem to 
have been exposed to the Yog!c!ra Buddhism at this stage.76 In the 
*Vajrasam!dhi-s"tra, on the other hand, we can observe the clear 

74  There is also a Faxiang text that shows a hostile attitude to Chan. See Sait% 
Tomohiro 2012.

75  We can observe a few idealist elements and some quotations from the Da'abh"mika-
s"tra (Da fangguang fo huayan jing Shidi pin 大方廣佛華嚴經十地品, T9:558c10 [No. 
278]) and the Awakening of Faith (T32:576c11-15) in the Xiuxin yao lun, but no 
distinctly Yog!c!ra element. 

76  See the tentative chronology below:
443           Gu#abhadra’s La$k!vat!ra-s"tra (four-fascicle version)
499-569        Param!rtha
548           Param!rtha came to Jiankang 建康
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influence of both the La$k!vat!ra-s"tra and Xuanzang’s Yog!c!ra 
(including the asallak+a)!nuprave'op!yalak+a)a, see n. 66). It is 
also noteworthy that in the late seventh century, the Northern School 
advanced to Chinese metropolitan areas in the Central Plains and 
probably had easier access to Xuanzang’s Yog!c!ra texts.

Ueyama (1990, 428-30) points out that, later in Dunhuang, the 
Northern School was even identified with the Faxiang School. See the 
following threefold classification of Mah!y!na Buddhism found in 
Dunhuang manuscripts (after ibid., 429).77

勝義皆空宗

The Teaching 
That Maintains 
That Everything 
is Empty in the 
Supreme Truth 

應理圓實宗

The Round Teaching 
That Accords with the 
Principle

法性円融宗

The Teaching of the 
Harmony with the 
Dharma-Nature

破相宗

The Teaching 
of Removing 
Characteristics

法相宗

The Teaching of 
Dharma-Characteristics
(Faxiang School)

法性宗

The Teaching of 
Dharma-Nature

580-651        Daoxin
601-74          Hongren (Xiuxin yao lun?)
602-64           Xuanzang
645           Xuanzang returned to Chang’an
638-89           Faru
c.686           Faru came to Shaolin-si 少林寺 near Luoyang. (Ogawa 2007, 41)
           (Xiuxin yao lun?, Daofan qusheng xinjue?)
?-706           Shenxiu (YML?)
668-85           Composition of the Vajrasam!dhi-s"tra according to Buswell (1989, 71)
700           Shenxiu meets Empress Wu at Luoyang 

77  This table is an amalgamation by Ueyama of Stein 2583; 4459; and Pelliot chinois 
2258v.
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經中宗78

The Middle 
Teaching [Based 
on] S)tras

唯識宗79

The Teaching of 
Consciousness-Only

論中宗80

The Middle Teaching 
[Based on] Treatises

南能頓宗

The Sudden 
Teaching of [Hui]-
neng in the South

漸宗

The Gradual Teaching

北秀宗

The Teaching of [Shen]
xiu in the North

According to Ueyama (ibid., 428), Stein 2583 is a sub-commentary 
on the Baifalun shu 百法論疏 of Tankuang (the latter half of the eighth 
century [ibid., 17]), copied on the verso of a document written around 
866-71. “The Round Teaching That Accords with the Principle”81 and 
“The Teaching of Consciousness-Only” are epithets of the Faxiang 
School, so this model clearly identifies the Faxiang School with the 

78  In Facheng’s commentary on the #!listambha-s"tra (Dasheng daogan jing 
suitingshu 大乘稻竿經隨聽疏, T No. 2782), there is a similar discussion although 
“The Sudden Teaching of [Hui]neng in the South” is not mentioned. There, we 
can find the expression 依經中宗, “The Middle Teaching Based on S)tras,” and a 
detailed explanation of this term. According to this explanation, this teaching refers 
to the M!dhyamika Tradition of N!g!rjuna and /ryadeva. See T85:544b6-22. I 
thank Shih Huimin for kindly drawing my attention to this commentary. See also 
Ueyama 1990, 430.

79  In the same commentary (T No. 2782), this is called 唯識中宗, “The Middle 
Teaching of Consciousness-Only.” According to its explanation, the term refers to 
the tradition of Asa'ga and Vasubandhu. See T85:544b22-c21.

80  In the same commentary (T No. 2782), this is called 依論中宗, “The Middle 
Teaching Based on Treatises.” According to its explanation, the term refers to 
the teaching of *!ntarak"ita (?Naduo luoshiduo 那多落尸多) who composed the 
Madhyamak!la%k!ra (Zhongzong zhuangyan lun中宗莊嚴論). See T85:544b3-
545a2.

81  The words 勝義皆空 and 應理圓實 may come from the Miaofa lianhua jing xuanzan 
(T34:657b4-5).
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Northern School.82 In the face of the heavy Yog!c!ra influence ob-
served in Northern School texts, this identification does not seem 
entirely groundless.

This paper is obviously not the place to draw an overall picture 
of early Chan history. Nevertheless, I think that consideration of 
Yog!c!ra elements in these early Chan texts does help clarify a very 
important aspect of early Chan.

82  Here I quote only the most relevant line of Stein 2583 from Ueyama’s transcription 
(1990, 428): 
二應理圓實宗. 亦云法相宗, 亦云唯識宗, 亦漸宗, 亦呼北秀宗. 
Second: “The Round Teaching That Accords with the Principle” is also called 
“The Teaching of Dharma-Characteristics” (Faxiang School), “The Teaching of 
Consciousness-Only,” “The Gradual Teaching,” and also “The Teaching of [Shen]-
xiu in the North.”
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Abbreviations and Short Titles
AF See Awakening of Faith.

AKBh Abhidharmako'a-bh!+ya (Apidamo jushe lun 阿毘達
磨俱舍論), T No. 1958.

AMV *Abhidharma-Mah!vibh!+! (Apidamo dapiposha lun 
阿毘達磨大毘婆沙論),  T No. 1545.

ASBh Abhidharmasamucchaya-bh!+ya (Dasheng apidamo 
zaji lun 大乘阿毘達磨雜集論), T No. 1606.

Awakening of Faith Dasheng qixin lun 大乘起信論, T No. 1666.

BBhVy Buddhabh"mi-vy!khy!.

BBhS# *Buddhabh"mis"tra-'!stra (Fodi jing lun 佛地經論), 
T No. 1530.

CWSL Cheng weishi lun 成唯識論, T No, 1585.

Kaimeng chuxue  Lüeming kaimeng chuxue zuochan zhiguan yaomen 略
明開曚初學坐禪止觀要門.

LAS  La$k!vat!ra-s"tra (Lengqie abaduoluo bao jing 楞伽
阿跋多羅寶經), T No. 670.

MAVBh Madhy!ntavibh!ga-bh!+ya (Zhongbian fenbie lun 中
邊分別論), T No.1599.

MSA Mah!y!nas"tr!la%k!ra (Dasheng zhuangyanjing lun 
大乘莊嚴經論), T No. 1604.

MSgBh Mah!y!nasa%graha-bh!+ya (She dasheng lun shi 攝
大乘論釋), T No. 1597.

MSgUp Mah!y!nasa%grahopanibandhana (She dasheng lun 
shi 攝大乘論釋), T No. 1598.

Platform S"tra Nanzong dunjiao zuishang dasheng mohe bore 
boluomi jing liuzu Huineng dashi yu Shaozhou 
Dafansi shifa tan jing 南宗頓教最上大乘摩訶般若波羅
蜜經六祖惠能大師於韶州大梵寺施法壇經, T No. 2007.

SAVBh S"tr!la%k!rav*ttibh!+ya. 

Shuji Cheng weishi lun shuji 成唯識論述記, T No. 1830.
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SNS Sa%dhinirmocana-s"tra (Jie shenmi jing 解深密經), T 
No. 676.

Tanaka ed. See Tanaka 1989.

Vajrasam!dhi *Vajrasam!dhi-s"tra (Jin’gang sanmei jing 金剛三昧經), 
T No. 273.

Vimalak&rtinirde'a Vimalak&rtinirde'a-s"tra (Weimojie suoshuo jing 維摩
詰所說經), T No. 475.

Vi%' Vi%'ik! Vijñaptim!trat!siddhi- (Weishi ershi lun 唯
識二十論), T No. 1590.

Xiao zhiguan Tiantai xiao zhiguan 天台小止觀.
Xiuxi zhiguan Xiuxi zhiguan zuochan fayao 修習止觀坐禪法要, T No. 

1915.

Xiuxin yao lun Fanqu shengwu jietuo zong Xiuxin yao lun 凡趣聖悟解
脫宗修心要論.

YML Yuanming lun 圓明論.

YBh Yog!c!rabh"mi (Yuqieshi di lun 瑜伽師地論), T No. 
1597.

Yaojue Dunwu zhenzong jin’gang bore xiuxing da bi’an famen 
yaojue 頓悟真宗金剛般若修行達彼岸法門要決.

Zhenzong lun Dasheng kaixin xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun 大乘開
心顯性頓悟眞宗論, T No. 2835.

ZZ Dainihon zokuz.ky. 大日本續藏經.
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Appendix
Comparative Tables of Relevant Texts

(Note that these tables only indicate that the passages in the right column are 
somehow relevant to those in the left. I do not necessarily mean that those in 
the right are the sources of the corresponding items in the left. Nor do I mean 
that the content of the corresponding items always match exactly.)
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(LAS, T16:483a20-21) .ڂ
㯏ߪԺਚ㠬ፖڂ㡕⧷ڐဠࠐழࡨྤ . 
(CWSL, T31:2a10-11)
ᘯڼৱ۞ฒᒴפٽ౨ֱګጟ.  
(CWSL, T31:9b22-23)

ૉൕڂᒴದृ, 卽वਢ
ဠ . ,ਝਢ़[ڂ]   ٍ࣠ਢ़.  
(p. 19)

ԫڂᒴ. ᘯڶऄᘣᙄ۞࣠. ڶ᧯ڼԲ. ԫ
ጟ. Բ۩. (CWSL, T31:40a21-22)
ฒᒴسਚ. ࠃ֤ڕॺڶۿڶᎉ༝ჟ֛. 
(CWSL,T31:46c8-9)

॰ֱঁรԲ

़क़ࢬᎉณ222. (p. 22) ฅຶॺ़ڕڶဎ.  (CWSL, T31:48a10-11)
䈡ᢓ.  (Vi%', T31:74b29-c1)ߠఞ䎿ڶڕ

ՕฒسਢՕ, ՛ฒسਢ
[՛]. Ⴈ։ܑٺ. (p. 25)

༚ڻॳ䐚ળᢝ ,  ᅝߢխ䋛՛ച
ۥྤ .ቼ࠹խ䋛ᐖՕചۥ .ቼ࠹
़ྤᢰᢝྤᢰ䋛ྤၦച࠹ቼ. (YBh, 
T30:580a18-21)

辨明修釋因果品第三

ࣔवྤࡨ, ⧷ᇷࠡߩࠠߪ. 
ᅀ༪آೈ, آጐ. (p. 28)

ᅀ㰯Ꮍխࢬߠឰጟᄕߠچሐॣឰ. 
Ꮍದچছբٗ.  ଥࢬឰጟ८ଶ㹡
,ছழڇ  ԫ֊ቅឰ.  .ছዬٗچᎽದ 
Ղ౨ቅٗጐאچॣ , .۩լةח   (CWSL , 
T31:54a6-9)

ᆖԿ ,ڇൄ۩۩ਢڕ
Օॳቖચ. (p. 29)

۩ॳቖٞળଥႃྤᢰᣄ۩ܖԿՕط . 
(CWSL, T31:54c13-14)
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۞ྥᄰࡨྤ ,۩۩ཎڕ
ጐ. ഄאࢬ .۩़ڶ㻽़۩, 
㯏ጐ, լ۰ݺ.  (p. 29)

ྥॳᢅዧឰڼᢝխᅀ༪䃯ૹ , ጐຶߒ 
ਚ, լ༚ച៲ॳ䐚ળᢝ㻽۞㡕ݺ. (CWSL, 
T31:13c3-5)
խԲ़ԲᎽቅᢞቅឰ. (CWSL, T31:50a10)ڼ

Ղֽڕྫ .ं ंցֽࠉದ. ं
ᝫ㫐ਢֽֽਝլฆं. ֏ߪ
ਢ. (p. 30)ڕٍ

 .ଅं೯, ֽઌଅઌլઌඍᠦڂՕ௧ֽڕ
(AF, T32:576c11-12)

ૉآጐ, ټ㻽࣠ڂ. 
ਝጐ, ಡټ㻽ڂ .࣠ (p. 30)

ԫڂ䋛. ᘯڶ㻽ऄᘣᙄ۞࣠. ڶ᧯ڼԲ. ԫ
ጟ. Բ۩. ጟृᘯءᢝխ, , ྤಖ, 
壆, چפ౨ܑ. ౨֧ڻ৵۞ᣊפ౨, 
֗ದٵழ۞ᣊ࣠. ڼഄඨਢڂ䋛ࢤ. 
(CWSL, T31L40a21-25)
ጟਝਢฆټ. (CWSL, T31:8b8)

ᙃࣔԿଊಭႉᨠร

ᜢፊԳ㬒֨Եဆ៳ሐ, ඨ(?)
Զᢝ៲ۖ, ۖسဆ៳
ሐ, ڢ۩քंᢅ፫. (p. 31)
Ղࠐᜢፊ㬒֨, ֗ՅԳԵሐ

,ृ ٣䇣ڂ, ྥ৵䇣 .࣠ (p. 31)

 .ছԿࠉ۰, լྤࠉ ,䇣Բଊྤ௳ृࢨ
Ծ䇣ྤྤ塒ृࠉ, Բଊۖ䇣ࢤլࠉ 
 .Ղᤚྤޣ㬒֨ެ ,塒௳ڶᢞ
(CWSL, T31:55b29-c3)

ԫ㽬سਢԫ. Օ㽬سਢ
Օ. ՛㽬سਢ՛Ո. 
(p. 32)

༚ڻॳ䐚ળᢝ ,  ᅝߢխ䋛՛ച
ۥྤ .ቼ࠹խ䋛ᐖՕചۥ .ቼ࠹
़ྤᢰᢝྤᢰ䋛ྤၦച࠹ቼ. (YBh, 
T30:580a18-21)

១ฆ؆ሐ䋛سءรն

ૉܓՅ֛ಭᨠ ,ृ լྥ. ൕ
ᜢଉ࠺ᤛڻรᨠհ, ٍॺპ
ቺ, ࠀਢ۞֨ڐუ. (pp. 32-
33)

ຶृ։࣫ԯ۟პቺ, ᨠኘ䍧Օ֗ທۥ. 
(LAS,  T16:508c17-18)
壆ᅜۺஃאუᐝ䃯ۥઌዬڻೈ࣫۟

լױ .࣫ 䇣ᄕპ. ឈڼᄕპྫֱڶ։, ۖ
լױ .࣫ ૉ࣫ޓհঁ़ۿ. լټ㻽ۥ. ਚ
䇣ᄕპਢۥᢰᎾ. (CWSL, T31:4b29-c4)
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ԫ֊㽬ڶࠠسք. ۶ڶא
հ. ઃԶᢝ. ณۘᏗۡߪრ
۶ࠐ. (p. 33)

 ,ᑵԺਚګᘯฆᑵᢝլ٥ઌጟ ,ृߪڶ
 .ۥທࢬ. 㫐㡕Օጟ֗ࠉ֗ۥۿ᧢
(CWSL, T31:11a8-10)

ٍॺਢ۞ྥ, ࠐڶࠀ. ֺൕ
䐚ળᢝխࠐ. 䐚ળᢝྫڕՕ
ۍڕྫ ,რߪณۘᏗۡ .چ
౻န׃. ૉྤՕچ, ౻ֵហࣥ, 
९. ౻ֵហࣥጟس۶ۖࠉ
, ઃਢچհࢬ, լ؈ጟ. 
(p. 33)

 .壆ጟਚၴנጟᢝ. ౨ሙٚټࢨ
؈լחॳ䐚ળ. ᥊៲ԫ֊ᠧऄټࢨ...
ਚ. (CWSL, T31:13c12-14)

վߠณۘᏗۡࠀਢ䐚ળ[ᢝ]
հ. (p. 33)

ณն㫐ጟਚ. (CWSL, T31:19c14)
ΓᢝՂפۥ౨Γټնᚨ

Γפ౨ፖቼۥΓྤࡨյ㻽ڂ

ټᢝጟۥณسฆᑵᢝՂ౨ .ߢቈრ
,౨, 䇣㻽ն. ྤܑ. (CWSLפۥ
T31:19c21-24)

䐚ળݮڶྤࢤءᔆ. ֗壆
䐚ߠᔆ. վழՅ֛լݮڶਢߪ
ળ㻽ء, ᘯئ׀ߢ౨س. ਢא
ߪۥ܂հᨠ. ං۟პቺ, ԯ
۟㸂़, ᢅ࠷ڐዧհ࣠. ૉव
䐚ળۖದृ, 㫐ྤࠉࠐءߪ
ณۘᏗ .ۡ (p. 33)

ૉ壆ۥٍᢝ㻽᧯, ۶䋛ԯۥۿઌ᧩, 
ԫᣊഒ۰ઌᥛۖ. ߢټ⧷ႨԺದਚ. 
(CWSL, T31:39b20-22)
ຶृ։࣫ԯ۟პቺ, ᨠኘ䍧Օ֗ທۥ.  
(LAS, T16:508c17-18)

ᔆ, ഄݮڶवᢝցྤא۶
.ۿڶ .ۿ㻽ټ۶ृ  ۿ 
, ۿቺ, ۿ ,ݺۿᢝ, ڼਢ
ᢝڶխ, ංցྤۿԫԫ .ۿ
, ࠀਢ䐚ળհխᐙቝՈ. 
(pp. 33-34)

ቺۿ ,ृ ᘯءᢝ᧩ઌۥۿ. ۿ ,ृ ᘯ
ᢝۿն۞הઌᥛխ᧩. ृݺۿ, ᘯ
რᢝፖࣔྤߠݺઌᚨਚ, ۿᢝृ, ᘯք
ጟᢝ. ءᢝृᘯॳᕟળᢝ. ृۿس, ᘯ
ྤ .႖ᢝڶ܀ᘯ ,ृڶᢝ܀ .ቺढۿ
ᘯྤढ. (Param!r ,ृ tha, MAVBh, 
T31:451b9-13)
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ᄰ. 㫐سڶྤࢤء ,䐚ળߠ܀
ඍ壆հא۶ .ߠਚ. ցྤ壆
ਚ, ࠀਢءᢝጟઌ։ਚ. 
ᢝհઌ։ء ,ृ 㫐ྤณۘᏗۡ
հ. ءᢝխ٣ྤᢝհᔆ, 
ഄۿڶՈ. ࠡۿ㫐᧯ਢ .़ ං
၍㫐ྤ, ܀㻽լءߠᢝ. ᘯߢ
ณۘᏗۡ۞ྥس. (p. 34)

ॳ䐚ળᢝ , 䋛Ժਚڂ  , ,ழس᧯۞   㡕᧢
㻽ጟ֗ڶߪ ,  ؆᧢㻽ᕴ .  㫐ࢬא᧢㻽
䋛ࢬ۞ . ઌ։ټ䋛ઌ䇣ࢬۿ...  .  (CWSL , 
T31:10a17-23)

վءᢝ᧯ .ृ ഄڶྤ ,ۿڶᔆ. 
㻽۞֨ᐙቝ, ਝټ ,ᔆྤਚא
ਢ۞֨ᐙቝृ, ۶ݺڶՈ. ਝ
࣠࠷լא .Ո࣠࠷ᓴ ,ݺڶྤ
ਚ, լٵၬՅ .֛ ංՕ, 
۟㸂़ࠡ࠷ .࣠ (p. 34)

䋛ഄࢬ䇣ᢝݺ .ߊᐙቝഄਢᢝਚ. ط
ᢝࢬਚ. ༇. ૉࢬ۩ᐙቝ㫐ፖ֨ڼ
ฆڶྤ ,ृ ճ۶֨ڼᝫ֨ڼߠ. ...ߊ. ڕ
ᔆ, ۖᘯءߠᔆ㻽䋛ᝫא ,ᑽ堚ᢴ૿ࠉ
᧩ᐙቝ۩ࢬڶᐙቝ. ֗ᘯᠦᔆܑߠվݺ
. (SNS, T16:698b1-8)

 ,հመ. ૉᢅዧԵݺڶ࣠࠷
ᆖՏ .ۊڽڕԳ, ༚ڽڕྫ
ٵ৵, ᝫאנ .נ༚ޓ ,ܖ
Յ .֛ ։ܑਝٵ. ։ܑ ,ृ ۶
ءवࣔ ,سᢝڶਝ .ࠐᢝޓ
ᢝࢬ. ਢאࠡנ, 㻽ڼ
መڼڶ .ឰԫ։ᅀ༪آࠐྤ
ਚ, ਝڼڶ൛, 㻽լߪߠਢ
ᢝᐙቝ. (p. 34)ء

ᘯ堬ଇࢬ .ڂ۰ߪڶ؆۩ߪ༇䇣, ᠦڕ
 .۰ڜߪۖ ,ஒנឈྤԵஒڼط .ᢝࡎ
რ㫐լዿ. ᠦრ۩؆ڂܑྤޓ֨ط .۰ח
խڼฆᑵ࣠ᢝ .֨ྤټᚨ۟ྤრᢝਚڼ
ᢝԫ֊ጟڼ㫐ൕ .ߪ༇䇣ᢝլᠦ .ਚڶ
৵נழᢝᝫس. ਚवڶॳ䐚ળᢝ. 
(Xuanzang, MSgBh, T31:335b25-c2)
Γ壆ԿਡߪΓԯ۟ܖլᤚ

ΓᤝࣖڕᔨԳΓྥ৵ᤚ

ΓᤚऄٍྥΓ۵ྤՂߪ

 (LAS, T16:497c7-9)

Եሐإߵն॰ᙃ࣠ڂรք

ૉ㻽֨ڶء ,ءԲጟ. ԫृ㷃
ኔ֨. Բृڐუ֨. Յ֛سᄰ
ຟڐطუ. լᣂ㷃ኔ. (p. 36)

ڕԲጟ॰. ճ۶㻽Բ. ԫृ֨㷃ڶԫ֨ऄࠉ
॰. Բृ֨سᄰ॰. ΰAF, T32:576a5-6)

٣ᨠ؆Օ, ՞՟Օچ, ᆄढ
 ,ছאហآპቺڼ㫐...... .ࠉࢬ
ցءਢ़. ൕ㸂़㽬ᄐԺࢬ
ტ, ڶࡨპቺ. ૉ㽬سցྤᄐ
Ժ ,ृ პቺ़ٍ, ... (p. 38)

,ᑵԺਚګ٥ઌጟط ,ृ, ᘯฆᑵᢝߢࢬ
 ,ۥທࢬઌ. 㫐؆Օጟ֗ၴᕴۥۿ᧢
ឈ壆ܑٺ᧢ࢬൣڶ, ۖઌઌۿྤࢬฆ. ڕ
㽬ᗉࣔٺሙۿԫ. (CWSL, T31:10c12-16)
֧࿇䄒Ղ ,ृ ᘯԫ֊٥ൣڶᄐᕴၴਚ. 
(ASBh, T31:715c13-14)
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㻽Յ֛ྤࡨբࠐ, ᅀ༪⧷
ᗨีॺվ, լױԫழቅጐ. ٍ
༚ࠉվᇞஔ, ൄᤚছ, ֎ח
ྤࣔᅀ༪ૹದ, ਢڂټ۩. 
ᅀ༪ຟጐ, ޓլፖۥቺ,
ቼૹټࡨ ,ٽឰ. (p. 39)

ᘯྤࠐࡨᑇᑇ۩⧷ۖڶ. (T31:8b28-29)

۞֨ၦรԮ

,ᆖύۺόᄛࠉ  ۞ᤚᆣཕ, 
 .ԫ֊壆۵ઃਢ۞֨ၦᆠم
ૉᇞ ,ृ ՞՟Օא֗ ,چաߪ,
.ਢ۞֨, ॺਢ᠄(?)Ոࠀ
 (p. 40)

ᤚᆣཕ۞چࠐڕ ,  ଥ۩ृլᚨࢤ܂
ॺࢤუ .  . . .ۖլ౨व۞֨ၦ .  ᤝࣔڕ
ᢴᙟ䋛᧩ԫ֊ۥቝۖྤڐუ .  (L AS , 
T16:491b14-25)
լ㻽۞ᤚᆣཕ .  Օᐝ ,  ԫ֊ऄ
,ڶࢬྤ  ᤚ۞֨ၦᠦԲڐუ .  (L A S , 
T16:506c13-14) 1

ဆ៳Ենऄ. ֨㫐ྤڐ. ૉྤڐڶ, 㫐
Եࠐڕ۞ᤚᆣཕհچ .ΰVajrasam!dhi , 
T9:366c24-25)

ኔਢ۞֨ࢬ, ॺਢ᠄Ո. ࢬ
ߪᓵ .ࢬ֨۞ ,वא
Օ ,ृ 㻽㡕ڶጟڐუ. ტ
Օא㻽ߪ, ਢྤאնՕ. ۶
უਚ, ტڐૹާڶਚ. 㡕א
უڐᑮ੍ڶ㡕 .ߪ㻽אՕچ
ਚ, ტֽՕא㻽ߪ. 㡕ڶ
ᑷڐუਚ, ტ־Օ㻽ߪ. 㡕
אუਚ, ტଅՕڐ೯ڶ
㻽ߪ. ਢאव, ઃਢ۞֨
ၦ. (p.  40)

Օᐝ, Օጟճ۶سທۥ. ᘯ੍ᑮڐუ
Օጟس㡕؆ֽ. ౨ڐუՕጟس㡕؆־
. ೯ڐუՕጟس㡕؆ଅ. ឰኲڐۥ
უՕጟس㡕؆چ. (LAS, T16:495c18-22)

1    Cf. The definition of 自覺現量 (T16:505a9-10).
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ംֳ. ࠡߪॾवլ༝, ՞՟Օ
.֨۞ૉ㻽व ,چ
ֳ. ٍط㡕֨. ۶אਚ. բڶ
Հڐუਚ, ტ՞՟Օچ
լؓ. (p. 40)

㪛ߢؗܓ. Ւڼߠݺ  , ޥສܾ݂౸ཟ 
 ,  Ւف壆՞៘㵙ךየ .  ᝅᙾතߢ.  ո
Հڶ֨ृ ,  լ۵ࠉᐝਚ , Ւ㻽լڼߠ 
ۘ.ΰKum!raj(va, Vimalak&rtinirde'a, 
T14:539c15-18)

,ߺքԼᆄۍՀদԿچࠡ ټ 
㻽چᔚ . ֽڶՀچࠡ  ,  
ԿۍքԼᆄټ ,ߺ㻽ֽᔚ. բ
,־ՕڶᔚՀ, ༚ֽࠡ .چՕࢭ
༚ԿۍքԼᆄא ,ߺՂᓢ
ଅڶՀ, ༚־ᔚ. ࠡՕֽࠡࢭ
ᔚ, ༚ԿۍքԼᆄߺ. ՂՀ
ᔚ, ڻรઌࢭ, Օچژ, 
. (pp. 40-41)㻽ټ

վڼՕچԼքᆄԶՏڲط.  ࠡᢰྤᎾ. 
 .ᢰྤᎾࠡ .ڲطԿՏԿԼֽ .ַֽچ
ַֽଅ. ଅքՏԼڲط. ࠡᢰྤᎾ. 
(Shiji jing ಖᆖ, T1:114c8-11)
ΓمڜᕴၴΓଅᔚ່Հ

ΓࠡၦᐖྤᑇΓদԼքՐ

ΓڻՂֽᔚΓԼԫᏙԲᆄ

ΓՀԶՐֽΓ塒ᕩګ८

Γਢֽ८ᔚᐖΓஉԼԲՐ

ΓԿՏתۍΓࡌڼԿ

Γ (AKBh, T29:57a8-13)

ᔚ, ۖྤնքृ, 㻽㽬ڶ
უ. ᝫ㻽㡕ڐጟڶ㡕֨س
ᔚ. 㻽چუਚ, ტڐૹާڶ
㡕੍ᑮڐუਚ, ტֽᔚ. 㻽
㡕ڶᑷڐუਚ, ტ־ᔚ. 
㻽㡕ڶ೯ڐუਚ, ტଅ
ᔚ. אઌګՈ. ڼ܂৸൫, ઃਢ
ԫྤޓ ,؆א. ೈ֨ࢬ֨۞
ऄ. (p. 41)

Օᐝ, Օጟճ۶سທۥ. ᘯ੍ᑮڐუ
Օጟس㡕؆ֽ. ౨ڐუՕጟس㡕؆־
. ೯ڐუՕጟس㡕؆ଅ. ឰኲڐۥ
უՕጟس㡕؆چ. (LAS, T16:495c18-22)

ംֳ. ՞՟Օچਢྤൣ, Գਢ
ڶ .ൣ ճ۶ൣྤߢհቼਢࠡ
֨Ո. ૉ㻽ॾ, ኔᣄױॾ.
ֳ. ᤝࡠ֛ڕԲྤཕჟᡴ,
ઌ܂ ,٥ؓີऀ. ਝ
բ, ֛ࠡࠡ, բᑢ堚. 
ԯߠ۞ᐙ, 㫐ګאᒑ, ؚࠡഡ, 

ᤝֽڕխڶᖫᐙ. ॺᐙॺॺᐙ. ॺᖫ
,უૠထڐ⧷ࢬߠਢ؆ሐڕ .ݮॺॺᖫݮ
 .ॺྤൄྤൄუڶॺྤڶԫฆ㯏լ㯏ࠉ
ۖլ౨व۞֨ၦ. ᤝࣔڕᢴᙟ䋛᧩ԫ
ቝߠۖ ,ॺቝॺॺቝ .უڐྤۖ ,ቝۥ֊
ॺቝ. ڐუჟ֛ۖ܂ቝუ, ڕਢ؆ሐ㵙ߠ, 
۞֨ቝڐუૠထ. (LAS, T16:491b20-27)
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ഡ։ง. "ࠃ۶ڶݺ." ֛ࠡ㫐
Գ, ៲㷂Ṩߊ۶ਚ㰒ԫ܃" .ߢ
խ." ࠡഡլॾ, 㫐Ṩխ, ԯ
.ߢᐙ, ᝫ༚Օᒑ㫐֛۞ߠ
 ,۶ਚ㰒ԫഡՖ៲㷂Ṩխ܃"
լݺव." ዿழ֛ഡઌ ٺ ؚ,
լᢝ۞ᐙ. ઌؚ۟ڽ. ... Յ֛
ٍዿ, ՞՟Օֲִچ߭, ࠀ
ਢ۞֨ᄐࢬ , ጐਢ۞֨ᐙ
ቝ. ۶אՅ֛լެ ,܂֨ټ
լॾ. ٍࡠ֛ڕԲԳᓶᐙቝઌ
.լॾਢ۞ᐙՈެ ,ۿ
Ṩխኔᐙ ,ृ 㹡՞՟Օٍچਢ
۞֨ၦ. ૉॺ۞֨ၦृ, 
ਝߠሼ߫, ᔼࠡ㸂़܂ᜢ, 
ࣔव, ڼᜢਢ़ࠡՈ. Ծߠଊ
ᜢ, ૉ܂אچឈᔼࠡ ,چڇ߫
ྤ㸂 ,़ ึլנᜢ. ࣔव, ڼᜢ
ٍਢ़Ո. ڼ܂ᇞழ, ԫ֊壆
ऄጐਢ㸂 .़ (pp. 42-43)

䋛ഄࢬ䇣ᢝݺ .ߊᐙቝഄਢᢝਚ. ط
ᢝࢬਚ. ༇. ૉࢬ۩ᐙቝ㫐ፖ֨ڼ
ڼ .ߊ .֨ڼߠᝫ֨ڼฆृ, ճ۶ڶྤ
խྤ֟ڶऄ౨֟ߠऄ. ྥ㫐ڕ֨ڼਢسழ,
㫐ڕڶਢᐙቝ᧩. ߊ. ࠉڕᑽ堚
ᢴ૿, אᔆ㻽䋛ᝫءߠᔆ, ۖᘯݺվߠ
ᐙቝ. ֗ᘯᠦᔆܑࢬڶ۩ᐙቝ᧩. ڕਢ
 .ᐙቝ᧩۩ࢬچฆ. Կᐰڶۿழઌس֨ڼ
ᐙ۩ࢬ֨ۥ䋛 ,۰ۖࢤ۞ൣڶ༇. ૉ壆
ቝ. ፖྤٍ֨ڼฆળ. ߊ. ٍྤڶฆ. 
ۖ壆ჟ֛طᣌଙᤚ. 壆ᐙቝլ౨ڕኔव
ഄਢᢝ. (SNS, T16:698b1-12)

Օଊၲ֨᧩ࢤቅஔ㷃ᓵΰޥ॰Օᅃ ,  Փᐝ٠ႃᤩαT85:1278a-87c 
(No.2835)

ஔृԿഄ֨, լஔᙟఠߵ
(p. 181; T85:1278a15) إ

 .ৈᆖ䇣Կഄ֨א .ՕଊԿഄᢝمڜ
(Vim', T31:74b27)
Կ㸂䃹, ഄ֨܂ࢬ. ΰAF, T32:577b16-17)

ૉڕߠਢृ, 㫐ࢤߠټਢ
Ո. 㫐։ܑխྤ։ܑཕ. 
(p. 191; 1279a20-21)

ԫ㷃ߠሐ. ᘯ㫐ࢬ䇣ྤ։ܑཕ, ኔᢞԲ़
,㷃᧩ࢬ  ኔឰԲᎽ։ܑᙟఠ .  (CWSL , 
T31:50a6-7)

ംֳ. ԫ֊㽬سઃאԶᢝۖ
, լ۞ڇ. ճ۶ਢԶᢝ. 
ֳ. ࢬ㻽ณۘᏗۡߪრأ߷
䐚ળਢՈ. (p. 199; 1280a3-5)

ԫᘯฆᑵ. 㫐รԶᢝ . ...Բᘯ৸ၦ. 㫐ร
Ԯᢝ .  . . .ԿᘯԱቼ .  㫐ছքᢝ .  (CWSL , 
T31:7b27-28)
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Գڕ .Աܑ㻽ᆠא ,ᢝृߢࢬ
ณፖۥઌᚨհழ, რᢝխ
։ܑ. ࢨழૠࢨ ,ړழૠ㵙. 
(p. 199-200; 1280a5-7)

ᘯքቼԱܑټᢝ. (CWSL, T31:26a22)
ᢝڶխڼ .  ณ֗ۥ㻽䋛سณᢝ ,  ፖณᢝ
㯏ᙟ۩, ։ܑრᢝڶቼٵழٵ  .  (SNS , 
T16:692b20-22)

ᙟࢬૠঁڶઌس, 㫐䒩
รԮأ߷հᢝ. ڼࢭ䒩ਚ, ሑ
㫐ച࠷, 䒩รԶᢝ. (p. 
200; 1280a7-9)

deviation
ഄฆᑵᢝࠠڼᆠױਢࢬ⧷. ॺ֨ࢬ.
(CWSL, T31:9c18-19)
 .⧷࠹۶լ .ߩรԮᢝᆠࠠڼԳࢤྤࠡ
ಖഄྤྤྤߢྤಖሔ, 㵙. վא
ಖ. (Shuji, T43:313b25-27)

㻽ټբᗨፋ壆ᄐጟ, ࢬ
៲. ณᢝਝྥ, 壆ᢝٍዿ. (p. 
200; 1280a9-10)

ᘯط .֨ټࢨጟጟऄ⧷ጟࢬᗨႃਚ. 
(CWSL, T31:13c8-9)

2  The same passage is quoted in the Zongjing lun 宗鏡論 (T48:779c11-16).

ԫ֊㽬س, ᄐ࠹ ,ृ ٣㰒䋼
ᢝ, ୶ࠐآ܂ ,ڂګհᄐ. 
(p. 200; 1280a10-11)

ᆣ䇣ᢝፖॳ䐚ળ୶ઌඨ㻽ڂ䋛ਚ. 
(CWSL, T31:40b5-6)

ճא ,ڶءԶᢝृ, ᘯڼߢࢬ
㻽ڂ, ᤄڇ䋛, ۖದທ܂. 
.ڂհࠐآسᝫ ,ٽࡉ䋛ڂ
(p. 200; 1280a13-15)

նৱ㽬䋛. ᘯڼৱ۞㽬䋛פٽ౨ֱ
ጟ. (CWSL, T31:9b22-23)ګ

վឰೈլृسח, ᅝإᨠ
հழ,  Աณᢝൕ۶ۖ.  㻽
ൕۥ,  㻽ൕณ,  㻽ൕ֨
. ૉൕ֨, ळԳ֨ڶ, ճ
۶լ౨سณᢝ. ૉൕณ, 
ณ, ճ۶լ౨։ܑڶԳڽ
 ,㫐ቄᡶྤवۥ ,ۥૉൕ .ۥ
 ;㽬䋛լ౨ᗑᙃ. (p. 200ڼڕ
1280a15-20)

ߠૉณ .ߠ㻽ᢝ ,ߠ㻽ณ ,ߠߢڿ  ڽ ृ,
Գڶณ, ٍᚨߠ. ૉᢝृߠ, ळԳڶᢝ, ٍ
ᚨߠ. ૉᢝԫԫܑլٍٽࡉ ,ߠլߠ, 㹡
ۍ Baizi lun) .ߠ㽬ळٍլ ,ߠԫळլ౨ڕ
ᓵ, T30:251b24-27)2ڗ
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3  Text, 第六識, but I follow the variant given in the footnote of the Taish% canon. 
Concerning this and the following variants, see Sakuma 2002, 67.

4  Text, 前五識, but I follow the variant given in the Taish% canon. 

5  Text, 意識, but I follow the variant shown in the footnote of the Taish% canon.

6  Text, 五識, but I follow the variant shown in the footnote of the Taish% canon.

Զᢝ៲խ, ྤޓ䒩ᠧጟ
. ྤאጟ, ޓլڽس࠹, 
ྈྥൄ۰, լ㻽سհسࢬ, ᄰ
հࢬᄰ. (p, 201; 1280a23-25)

 .⧷࠹รԶᢝ, ഄ㰟៱ጟ, ॺᄅࠐڕڼط
(CWSL, T31:9c12-13)
۵࣠Ⴝየլ䄒լ྇ጐࠐآᎾ. سൕጟ܀ 
լ⧷ګጟ .  ֎ছ۵䄧৵۵ਚ.  (CWSL , 
T31:56c2-4)

ംֳ. ۵ڶԿߪ, ൕ۶ۖ. 
ֳ. ۵Կߪ ,ृ ൕԶᢝۖ. ط
Զᢝګཕ. ༉ڼཕ, 
ຒګԿڼ .ߪԯൕڶ ,࣠۟ڂ
-ܑ. (p. 202; 1280a25ߪԿڼ
28)

ߪ᥊Կࢤնऄא Ηृڶᆠ[รԫஃ]ॣԲ[㷃
  ,խԲཕ[ؓ... .ߪࢤ۞ՕႽᢴཕ]᥊ ,ڕ
᥊[ཕ܂ࢬګ]৵ԫཕ... .ߪش࠹ᨠ]᥊ݎ
(CWSL, T31:58a6-12)... .ߪ֏᧢

ᢝߪณᢝۘᢝᏗᢝۡᢝڂ , 
ᨠኘཕݎ㻽אնᢝڼ .  ร
քრᢝ㻽܂ࢬګཕ. รԮأ
߷ᢝ㻽ؓࢤཕ ,  รԶॳ
䐚ળ㻽ՕႽᢴཕ .  ( p .  202; 
1280a28-b2)

ճ۶ཕઌᚨ֨. ԫՕႽᢴཕઌᚨ֨. 
... Բؓࢤཕઌᚨ֨ ... Կݎᨠኘཕઌ
ᚨ֨ ... ܂ࢬګཕઌᚨ֨ ... ڶڼ
ዥԶ, Ԯ, ք, նᢝઌᚨۖڻڕ. (CWSL, 
T31:56a12-b3)
รԶᢝᢴཕ. รԮᢝؓཕ. 
նᢝ3 ᨠཕ. รքᢝ4 ࠃ܂ཕ. (MSA, 
T31:606c29-7a2)
ᅝवڼխॳ䐚ળᢝਚՕႽᢴཕ. ...
㣺أ߷ਚؓࢤཕ. ...նᢝ5 ਚ
ݎᨠኘཕ .  ...რᢝ 6 ਚ܂ࢬګཕ . 
(MSgUp, T31:438a14-24)
รԶᢝՕႽᢴཕઌᚨ֨ ... รԮᢝ
ؓࢤཕઌᚨ֨ ... รքᢝݎᨠኘ
ཕઌᚨ֨ ... նᢝ܂ࢬګཕઌᚨ֨ 
... ༚ڶᆠृ, รքᢝ܂ࢬګ. ն
ᢝݎᨠኘ. ڼլᚨዿ. ॺڻรਚ. (BBS#, 
T26:302c1-9)
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7  This passage is based on the Dasheng wusheng fangbian men 大乘無生方便門. See 
Ibuki 1992b, 97; Cheng 2011, 128.

8  Text, 總持之門. I follow the variant shown in the footnote of the Taish% canon.

9  This passage is also based on the Dasheng wusheng fangbian men. See Ibui 1992b, 
97-98; Cheng 2011, 128.

ം ܂۶ᆠਚۖڶཕृڼ ֳ.
ਢ䇣. 
 ࠡ .ছնᢝ, ٍճնش ֳ.
ն ,ृ 㫐༡॰. ᅃᤛছቼ, ۖ
㻽א ,նᢝڼ㰒אࢬ .ڐྤ
ᨠኘཕ. (p. 202; 1280b3-6)7ݎ

Կݎᨠኘཕઌᚨ֨.  ᘯ֨ڼᨠ壆
ऄ۞ઌ, ٥ઌ. ྤᡶۖ. ᥊ᨠྤၦ᜔
.䄧ੴᣪפس࿇ࢬ֗ ,॰8  Օ㽬ᄎ౨
ྤᢰش܂ܑઃ۞ڇ.  ॸՕऄॸឰ
ԫ֊ጊ. .ᑗܓઃᛧൣڶ壆ח   (CWSL , 
T31:56a21-25)

รքრᢝृ, ٍճრ. ਢཕ
॰, ᅝႊ〸ᤚ. ᤚհࠉ. ፖ
ऄઌᚨ, 㷃ঋᏘᨠ, ګ༉ཕ༡. 
რګ༡, ༡ᅃ౨ࣔ. ᢝྤ։
ܑ, ཕګ-. ਢ܂ࢬګټཕ. 
(pp. 202-3; 1280b6-9)9

ᑗܓ㻽֨ڼཕઌᚨ֨. ᘯ܂ࢬګ
壆ൣڶਚ, ཏԼֱقጟጟ᧢֏Կᄐ. ګ
(CWSL, T31:56a25-28) .ࠃ܂ᚨࢬᣋԺء

รԮأ߷ᢝ ۞ ,࠷ചྤޓ ृ,
ྥྤᐩྤფ. ྤאᐩფਚ, ԫ
֊ऄ൜ઃؓ. ਚճؓࢤ
ཕ. (p. 203; 1280b9-11)

Բؓࢤཕઌᚨ֨. ᘯ֨ڼᨠԫ֊ऄ, 
൜ઃؓ. Օს༟㠬٥ઌᚨ. ᙟൣڶה۞
壆ࢬൣڶᑗ. قߪش࠹Ւᐙቝܑ. ݎᨠ
ኘཕլ۰ྤ .ࠉࢬ٥௳հࢬ৬م. ԫ࠺
ઌᥛᒡࠐآᎾ. (T31:56a16-21)

รԶॳ䐚ળᢝ៲խ㫐 ,़ ᠧ
ጟ, ൜ઃ堚. ྫࣔڕᢴᣬ
 .ԫ֊ᆄቝ, ൜ઃխ ,़ڇ
౨ݺ .ߢ܂ᢴ, ึլࣔڼۖ
ቝ. ቝٍլݺ .ߢൕᢴس. ྤ
౨ྤࢬ. ਚ䇣ڼཕټ㻽ՕႽᢴ
ཕ. (p. 203; 1280b11-15)

ԫՕႽᢴཕઌᚨ֨. ᘯ֨ڼᠦ壆։ܑ
 .լჟԫ֊ቼઌݱ䋛, ۩ઌპาᣄव. լࢬ
  .ࠉઌ堚ᠦ壆ᠧ. ొႽ䄧, ጟࢤ
౨౨ߪسՒཕᐙ. ྤၴྤឰᒡࠐآᎾ. ڕ
ՕႽᢴ㽬ۥቝ. (CWSL, T31:56a12-16)
ᤝࣔڕᢴᙟ䋛᧩ԫ֊ۥቝۖྤڐუ

ॺቝॺॺቝۖߠቝॺቝ. ڐუჟ֛ۖ܂ቝ
უ. (LAS, T16:491b24-26)

ംֳ. ཕਝዿ. ճ۶Կߪ. 
ֳ. ՕႽᢴཕא㻽ऄߪ. ؓ
ࢤཕא㻽܂ࢬګ .ߪཕ
.ߪ֏㻽אᨠኘཕݎ֗  ( p . 
204; 1280b15-18)

ᆠ[รԫஃ]ॣԲ[㷃ڶ .ृߪ᥊Կࢤնऄא
 ,խԲཕ[ؓ... .ߪࢤ۞ՕႽᢴཕ]᥊ ,ڕ
᥊[ཕ܂ࢬګ]৵ԫཕ... .ߪش࠹ᨠ]᥊ݎ
(CWSL, T31:58a6-12) ... .ߪ֏᧢






